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Abstract

Avalanche activity is the best indicator of existing avalanche danger. Until
recently, information of avalanche activity has been attained from manual
observations in field which are limited both in spatial and temporal scale.
With the launch of the European Space Agency’s Sentinel-1 satellites and
a method for automatic detection of snow avalanche debris developed
by the Norwegian Research Centre, this is now possible through use of
synthetic aperture radar imaging. In this study a complete record of
automatic detections from satellite-borne radar has been validated against
field-observed avalanches (true conditions) from winter season 2016/2017,
2017/2018 and 2018/2019 in Tyin, Norway. The aim of the study was to
see if the method for automatic detection could reliably detect avalanche
debris under wet and dry snow conditions. The performance was evaluated
by spatio-temporal matching of polygons and thereafter analysed relating
the detections to the properties of the avalanches. The influence of
meteorological conditions and time of image acquisitions was studied
through several case studies. Our validation of the automatic detections
results in a probability of detection of 5.2% and a false alarm rate of
72%. Removing avalanches of size 1-2, the probability of detection is
27.1%. Our results from the validation suggests that the current version
of the automatic detection needs further improvements in order to fulfill
the hypothesis. The largest discrepancies between this study compared
to previous studies is the high representation of dry avalanches and the
temporal resolution of Sentinel-1 images. Our results indicate that both
factors influence the performance of automatic detection, but we are not
able to quantify to which extent. Some of the cases suggest that it is the
change in snow volume rather than surface roughness of avalanche debris
making detection possible and should be investigated further.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Snow avalanche (hereafter: avalanche) activity is the best indicator of existing
avalanche danger. According to the National Avalanche Warning Service
(NAWS) in Norway, one of the most important observations to forecast
avalanche danger is the observation of recent avalanche activity, or the lack
thereof (Engeset, 2013). Norway consists of mountainous areas and steep
terrain which make large areas exposed for avalanche danger during the winter
season. According to numbers from the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
(NGI) avalanches have taken 256 lives in the period 1972-2019 where 81% of
the fatalities were people travelling by foot or skiing etc., while the rest was
associated to buildings and infrastructure (NGI, 2020b). In response to these
challenges a national public avalanche danger warning service, NAWS, was
established. The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE)
has since 2013 had the main responsibility for forecasting the avalanche danger
in Norway in collaboration with the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET),
Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA), Norwegian National Rail
Administration (JBV) and NGI (Engeset, 2013).

The forecasting of avalanche danger is based on meteorological data, snow
models and manual observations conducted in field (Engeset, 2013). The latter
gives valuable input about avalanche activity, but is time consuming to perform
and the observations are limited in both spatial and temporal scale. Large
remote mountain areas have therefore until recently, not been accessible to
monitor avalanche activity. New development within the technical field of
avalanche monitoring and the use of satellite-borne remote sensing sensors
provide the opportunity to access these areas. With the launch of the European
Space Agency’s Sentinel-1 (S1) satellites and a method for automatic detection
of snow avalanche debris (hereafter: SatAut) developed by the Norwegian
Research Centre (NORCE), it is now possible to detect avalanches over the
entire country with a temporal resolution of 1-3 days. The radar sensor on
board S1 is insensitive to clouds and bad weather, which is typical for periods
of high avalanche activity, providing consistent observations of avalanches with
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1.2. Motivation

an accuracy above 90% (Eckerstorfer et al., 2019; Kummelvold et al., 2018).

1.2 Motivation

With an increased interest in skiing and freeriding over the recent years, more
people are spending time in avalanche terrain leading to a substantial increase
in exposure time for avalanche danger. The main goal of NAWS is to reduce
loss of lives and financial losses caused by avalanches. The importance of
accessible, good quality data when forecasting avalanche danger for a region is
therefore crucial. A challenge when forecasting the danger level for large areas
is that snow conditions can vary locally depending on the topography, weather,
snow instability and how much stress is applied to the snowpack. The current
available near real-time observations can be very limited, but are important
both for validating and adjusting the avalanche danger level.

Being able to implement automatic detection of avalanche activity as a tool in
the process of determining a danger level can make a considerable difference.
It can be used for both validating other observations and predictions, as well
as new input and knowledge about a region. The time and location of the
automatic detections can make the process of determining in which aspect(s)
(e.g. south facing mountain slopes) and height(s) above sea level the problem is
predominant. Further this can be related to topography, meteorological data
and snow models and hopefully lead to new studies and discoveries within the
field. As the years pass, this data can be used for reference when forecasting
current situations by asking the questions: Have there been periods with
similar conditions as today? How was the avalanche activity and what danger
level was assigned? Being able to access historical data in an efficient way
will be a valuable tool. Hopefully this can strengthen the reliability of the
forecasted danger level for a region which will lead to less accidents and reduce
complications due to avalanches.

1.3 Purpose and objectives

A complete record of avalanches is available for the winter seasons 2016/2017,
2017/2018 and 2018/2019 for a total area of ∼20 000 km2. SatAut is planned to
be processed in real-time and used in operational avalanche forecasting, covering
all of Norway by 2020.

The purpose of this thesis is to validate the performance of SatAut against
a comprehensive set of field observed avalanches. We want to investigate if
avalanche debris (hereafter: debris) can be reliably detected under dry and wet
snow conditions from satellite-borne radar. The performance will be assessed
by comparing the avalanche occurrence data to field-observed avalanches (true
conditions) in Tyin, a ∼20 km2 large region in Jotunheimen. The field-observed
avalanches from the last three winter seasons are mapped and described by
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1.3. Purpose and objectives

Wyssen Avalanche Control which are performing active avalanche control for
NAPRA along Fv-53.

SatAut acts on satellite-images with a 10x10 m resolution which sets the lower
limit of the avalanche size. We will investigate the lower limit of avalanche
size in our dataset. Currently it is assumed that the debris needs to cover at
least 10 pixels in the SAR-image to be detected by SatAut. Hence, it must be
larger than 1000 m2. This hypothesis will be tested under the meteorological
conditions in Tyin. The aim of this study is to quantify the performance of
SatAut, document current weaknesses and suggest potential improvements.

3



CHAPTER 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Types of avalanches

There are several ways to classify avalanches. A common classification is by
type of avalanche failure which is further sub-classified into two general types;
loose-snow avalanche and slab avalanche. These can further be divided into
dry and wet, depending on the water content of snow. If the snow is dry the
temperature is usually below 0◦C and with 0% water content by volume. Moist
and wet snow have a temperature equal to 0◦C, and a water content of < 3%
and 3-8% respectively (McClung and Schaerer, 2006).

Figure 2.1: Illustration of loose (a) and slab (b) avalanche failure types modified
from McClung and Schaerer, 2006.

.

Loose-snow avalanche

Loose-snow avalanches start at or near the snow surface at a single area or a
point. The avalanche spreads out forming a triangular pattern as it propagates
down the slope and accumulate snow near the surface as more snow is pushed
down the slope. Loose snow has little or no cohesion and might be dry or wet.
The basic mechanism of loose-snow avalanche failure is the same independent
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2.2. Avalanche terrain

of water content in the snowpack; the slope angle exceeds the critical angle
necessary to cause motion. Natural loose-snow avalanches are triggered by
a local loss of cohesion due to metamorphism or the effects of sun or rain.
Other natural or artificial disturbances such as skiers, falling rock or snow can
trigger a loose-snow avalanche. Wet loose-snow avalanches are usually triggered
by heavy melt due to warming by the sun or rainfall in the snowpack. High
water content decreases the cohesion within the snow. The occurrence of wet
loose-snow avalanches is more frequent when the water content of near-surface
snow is high. The strength of wet snow also depends on the grain forms and
bonding characteristics. The density of wet snow is usually high. Dry loose-
snow avalanches typically form under cold and calm wind conditions. The cold
temperatures prevent bond formation and the absence of wind prevents packing
and breakage of bonds resulting in snow with little or no cohesion (McClung
and Schaerer, 2006).

Slab avalanche

In general, dry slab avalanches are responsible for most avalanche fatalities.
Slab avalanches have a distinct fracture line (crown) which marks the starting
zone of the avalanche. A snow slab consists of a cohesive layer of snow on
top of a weak layer or interface, the latter being a prerequisite for release of
slab avalanches. The avalanche is triggered when a failure in the weak layer
propagates as a fracture propagating through the weak layer. The propagation
extent depends on the properties of the weak layer and overlying slab (SLF,
2020). The prominent features of a slab avalanche are illustrated in Figure
2.1 (b) and Figure 2.2. The bed surface is the surface the slab glides on. The
stauchwall is the lowest downslope fracture surface and is usually hidden by
avalanche deposit from the slab. Dry slab avalanches release on slope angles
between 25◦-55◦, most frequently on slopes ranging between 35-40◦ in steepness.
Dry slab avalanches can release due to loading by new snowfall, loading by wind
or a combination of the two. For wet slab avalanches McClung and Schaerer,
2006 has divided the principal release mechanisms into three categories; (1)
loading by new precipitation (rain), (2) changes in strength of a buried weak
layer due to water, or (3) water lubrication of a sliding surface. The latter may
be partially or entirely impermeable to water. Water may be added to the
sliding surface by melt or rainfall in case of 1 and 2.

2.2 Avalanche terrain

All areas with a slope angle > 30◦ are generally considered as avalanche terrain
and are potential starting zones for avalanches. The avalanche incline is the
topographic factor of most importance for the occurrence of avalanches. Most
slab avalanches occur in slopes between 30◦-45◦. For steeper terrain above 60◦

the occurrence of avalanche is more frequent and will therefore usually generate
avalanches of limited size (Lied and Kristensen, 2003; McClung and Schaerer,
2006). An avalanche path can be divided into three parts; starting zone, track
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2.3. Avalanche formation

and runout zone (Figure 2.2). The starting zone is the location where the initial
failure in the snowpack occur and the avalanche begin to move. This is either
at the crown (or fracture line) of a slab avalanche or the initiation point of a
loose-snow avalanche and is what defines the upper limit of the starting zone.
The track is the area below the starting zone where the snow is transported
down the slope towards the runout zone. The avalanche usually accumulates
mass as it travels down-slope, thereby increasing its volume. In large avalanches
the track is often the major feature of the avalanche, but is often less evident in
avalanches with short running distance. The runout zone is the area where the
debris collects and the avalanche stops. How the three zones are divided can
vary for each individual avalanche within an avalanche path. In small avalanches
debris is often deposited in the track and therefore not defined (McClung and
Schaerer, 2006).

Figure 2.2: Slab avalanche divided into starting zone, track and runout zone.
Illustration obtained from Avalanche Canada, 2020.

2.3 Avalanche formation

Avalanche formation is commonly described as the complex interaction between
terrain, snowpack, and meteorological conditions leading to avalanche release. It
can be explored by studying and modelling the physical and mechanical processes
in avalanche formation or by association or statistics. The latter is applied
by most avalanche-forecasting services. A forecast is made by empirically
weighting the influence of the contributory factors (e.g. terrain, snowpack,
meteorological conditions) in a specific area and based on this the avalanche
probability and characteristics are estimated. Contributory factors have physical
meanings that are related to the avalanche formation process and are usually
related to either strength or load and their variation. Schweizer et al., 2003
describe five factors considered essential in relation to avalanche danger; terrain,
precipitation (especially new snow), wind, temperature (including radiation
effects), and snowpack stratigraphy.
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2.3. Avalanche formation

Terrain

A fundamental factor that is constant over time is the terrain. As mentioned is
terrain with a slope angle > 30◦ is generally considered as avalanche starting
zones. With digital elevation models (DEM) and geographical information
systems (GIS) potential starting- and runout zones can be identified. This
has been developed and put into use by NAWS. An avalanche terrain map
considers slope incline, start zone density, avalanche runout and slope shape
and is made available for both professionals and the public (Larsen et al.,
2018; Varsom, 2020a). Terrain roughness influences avalanche formation by
preventing the creation of a continuous weak snowpack layers in the beginning
of the winter. To smooth out terrain roughness a snow depth of minimum 0.3-1
m is necessary. The internal evolution of thin snowpacks can be influenced if
the terrain roughness is highly variable. Rocky outcrops or partly covered rocks
can effect the instability in the snowpack through growth of faceted crystals due
to higher temperature gradients where the snowpack is thinner. The presence of
forests in the terrain hinder avalanche formation. If the tree spacing is adequate,
the snow cover becomes too irregular to generate avalanches. Interceptions in
the snowpack alter the old snow surface and prevent formation of weak layers,
as well as effect the distribution and accumulation of new snow during storms
(Schweizer et al., 2003).

Precipitation (new snow)

Precipitation is the strongest forecasting parameter associated to large
avalanches releasing due to new snow loading. For extreme avalanches 1 m
of newly accumulated snow is considered critical, and for naturally released
avalanches in general the threshold is between 30-50 cm. Accumulation of large
amounts of new snow is, however, not adequate to explain avalanche activity
alone. The precipitation rate or loading rate strongly effects the critical balance
between strength and stress in the snowpack for natural releases during or
shortly after storms. If the loading is rapid (≥ 2.5 cm h−1) it might prevent the
weak layer below the new snow to gain sufficient strength quickly enough. The
strength gain is a result of the load of the overlaying slab. Hence there is a race
between the rate of loading from new snowfall and the rate of strengthening
of buried weaknesses. If continuous snow depth measurements from automatic
weather stations is available it is valuable input when determining the avalanche
danger level. The density of the new snow influence the avalanche formation
as well; a layer of denser snow on top of less dense snow is linked to increased
avalanche activity (Schweizer et al., 2003).

Wind

After new snow, wind is considered the most active contributing factor. Wind
contributes to loading of snow causing irregular deposits with locally increased
loading rates. Alternation in wind speed and snow drift create layers of different
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2.3. Avalanche formation

density or hardness, causing stress within the layered snowpack (Schweizer
et al., 2003). The velocity of the wind changes with both altitude and local
topographic features. The wind patterns and resulting snow deposition are
highly dependent on the local terrain on a mountain. Wind transport increases
with increased velocity and a minimum of 5 m/s is necessary for drifting of
loose unbounded snow. To produce blowing snow of a dense, bonded snow
cover, wind speeds greater than 25 m/s are required. Redistribution of snow
in the mountains is uneven since it is strongly influenced by local topography,
as vegetation and rock outcrops, as well as other topographic formations like
gullies and notches depending on the prevailing wind directions. The lee side of
a mountain is typically prone to loading of snow (McClung and Schaerer, 2006).

Temperature

The effect of temperature on snow stability is a complex and decisive factor in
avalanche formation. Fluctuations in air temperature influence the snow stability
in various ways and the rate of change remains an important factor. Increasing
temperatures during and shortly after a storm lead to snow instability. It is
primarily the surface layers that are influenced by changes in air temperature,
while weak layers persist relatively unaffected because of the generally low
thermal conductivity of snow. The instability occurs from increased deformation
of the surface layers leading to increased strain and strains rates at the interface
of the slab/weak layer. The mechanical properties of snow are highly dependent
on temperature. Radiation interacting with the snow cover can be divided into
two primary types; incoming, absorbed and reflected short-wave solar radiation
and long-wave radiation from the Earth and terrestrial components. Radiation
can reduce snow instability similarly to rapid warming, however, in a more
effective manner. During the winter months, especially in clear-sky conditions,
outgoing long-wave radiation from the snowpack effectively cools it, thereby
increasing stability (McClung and Schaerer, 2006; Schweizer et al., 2003).

Snowpack stratigraphy and formation of weak layers

Over time, a snowpack will consist of layers of snow which together constitute
the stratigraphy of the snowpack. As the word imply, a weak layer is a layer
that is relatively weaker in strength than adjacent layers. Weak layers can be
divided into persistent and non-persistent forms. During heavy snowfall or by
transportation of snow, a cohesive layer can form over a relatively loose snow
layer, typically in leeward sides, gullies etc. This type of weak layer will only
exists for a limited period of time before the snow starts to bond.

There are several ways a persistent weak layer can form, but the common
denominator is temperature gradient driven snow metamorphism. In thin
snowpacks, low air temperatures induce a temperature gradient in the snowpack,
with increasing snow temperatures towards the ground. Water vapor is
transferred from areas with high to low snow temperatures, leading to the

8



2.4. Snow avalanche size classification

production of large, angular and faceted snow grains through deposition. These
faceted snow crystals (for example depth hoar) bond weakly with each other.
Formation of facets can also occur near the surface and above or under a crust
and create weak layers within the snowpack. Surface hoar, another weak layer
when buried, forms due to air temperature and pressure gradients between the
atmosphere and the snow surface on cold, clear night, with calm winds. These
conditions provide long-wave radiation loss which cools the snow surface and
a slight movement in air near the surface is necessary for constant supply of
water vapor in the air that forms surface hoar crystals. If this layer is covered
with snow, given there is no or calm wind so the crystals are preserved, it may
form a persistent weak layer in the snowpack (McClung and Schaerer, 2006).

2.4 Snow avalanche size classification

There have been several avalanche classification systems purposed in different
countries with extensive avalanche terrain (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). The
observation guidelines by the Canadian Avalanche Association have been widely
acknowledged and applied by avalanche warning systems in European countries.
The European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS) introduced an updated
avalanche classification scale, based on the Canadian classification, in the winter
season of 2018/2019. The main parameter to classify avalanches according to
their size is their destructive potential (EAWS, 2020), which is the standard
the NAWS uses today (Varsom, 2020b). Avalanche sizes are divided into five
classes from 1-5 (small to extremely large) with description of potential damage,
run out and typical dimensions. The EAWS classification system can be seen
in Table 2.1.

9
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Table 2.1: EAWS Snow Avalanche Classification System updated winter 2018/2019.

Size Destructive Potential Runout Classification Path Length Volume
1 Small Unlikely to bury a person, except

in run out zones with unfavorable
terrain features (e.g. terrain
traps). In extremely steep terrain,
the danger of deep falls prevails
the danger of burials.

Stops within steep slopes. 10-30 m 100

2 Medium May bury, injure or kill a person.
Corresponds to the typical skier-
triggered avalanche.

May reach the end of the relevant
steep slope.

50-200 m 1 000

3 Large May bury and destroy cars, dam-
age trucks, destroy small build-
ing and break a few trees. When
skier are caught by avalanche of
this size, probability for severe
consequences are very high.

May cross flat terrain (well below
30◦) over a distance of less than
50 meters.

Several 100 m 10 000

4 Very large May bury and destroy trucks
and trains. May destroy fairly
large buildings and small areas
of forest. Very large avalanches
may occur at danger level 3-
Considerable and are typical dur-
ing periods with danger levels 4-
High and 5-Very High.

Crosses flat terrain (well below
30◦) over a distance of more than
50 m. May reach the valley floor.

1-2 km 100 000

5 Extremely
large

May devastate the landscape
and has catastrophic destructive
potential. Typical for dangler
level 5-Very High.

Reaches the valley floor. Larges
know avalanche. May reach the
valley floor.

>2 km >100 000

10



2.5. Microwave remote sensing

2.5 Microwave remote sensing

Remote sensing is defined as the acquisition of information about a natural
object or phenomenon on the earth without direct physical contact with the
object. This includes ground-based, airborne and space-borne sensors. Different
tools and remote sensing techniques enables monitoring and detection of the
physical characteristics by measuring the emitted and reflected electromagnetic
waves of an object or area. A sensor can be passive meaning it only detects what
is emitted or reflected by the area or object, e.g. the Earth or light reflected
from the sun. An active sensor emits its own signal and measures the reflected
energy, e.g. radar or lidar (Lillesand et al., 2015).

A radar operates with electromagnetic waves within the microwave region with
frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 300 GHz (1 m to 1 mm in wavelength). The
microwave part of the electromagnetic spectrum provides information that is
different from what can be obtained in the visible and infrared spectrum (Figure
2.3). Optical sensors measure the reflected solar light and can therefore only
operate during daytime and are limited by cloud cover. In comparison, an active
radar transmits its own signal to illuminate the target making it independent of
daylight, and can operate both day and night. In addition to this the wavelengths
in this part of the electromagnetic spectrum has the ability to penetrate clouds,
making it independent of meteorological conditions. Synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) is a type of radar instrument that uses the movement of the sensor
to synthesize the effect of a very long antenna. Depending on the range of
frequencies (band) within the microwave portion the radar operates with, it
can to a certain degree, penetrate trough vegetation canopy, soil and snow.
Longer wavelength will penetrate further into vegetation and dry soil/snow, e.g.
L-band operating at 0.390-1.550 GHz, compared a band with higher frequency
(shorter wavelengths), e.g. X-band operating at 5.75-10.9 GHz (NASA, 1987;
F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014). Each pixel in a radar image represent the energy
that is reflected back to the sensor, the backscatter, measured in decibel (dB). In
addition to the frequency, the polarization of the signal and the sensors incidence
angle influence the reflected signal. The surface parameters of importance are
the dielectric properties and structure of the target. A rough surface will

Figure 2.3: The electromagnetic spectrum extending from low to high
frequencies. Figure obtained from Eckerstorfer et al., 2015.
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2.6. Sentinel-1 SAR

Figure 2.4: The backscatter signal the SAR antenna receive is low in case of
a smooth surface (a), and increase for a moderate (b) and rough surface (c)
Illustration by Weydahl and Eldhuset, 2011.

generate more backscatter compared to a smooth surface (Figure 2.4 NASA,
1987; F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014).

2.6 Sentinel-1 SAR

The Sentinel-1 mission was initiated by the European Commission (EC) and
the European Space Agency (ESA). It is part of the Global Monitoring for
Environment and Security program (GMES), today known as Copernicus, with
an aim of implementing information services with high quality data related to
the development of governance of the environment and security. The launch of
S1 was a continuation of the existing SAR satellite observations services which
was a major objective of GMES to ensure a sustainable operation of services
(Attema, 2005). The S1 mission provides SAR images for several applications
including surveillance of marine environments, monitoring sea-ice zones, the
polar environment and land surface motion risk (ESA, 2012).

The mission is a constellation of two imaging radar satellites; Sentinel-1A (S1-A)
which launched in April 2014 and Sentinel-1B (S1-B) in April 2016. The satellites
have a 693 km orbit height and a 98.18◦ inclination angle. A single satellite
provides a 12 day repeat cycle at equator equivalent to 175 orbits per cycle.
Together the two satellites operate in the same sun-synchronous, near-polar,
circular orbit providing a global coverage every 6 days and coverage of mid- to
high-latitudes every 1-3 days made available online within an hour of acquisition
(ESA, 2019). Each satellite carries a SAR instrument operating in the C-
band of the electromagnetic spectrum with a frequency range of 4.20-5.75 GHz
(F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014). The instruments’ antenna transmit and receives
electromagnetic waves vertically (V) or horizontally (H). The two satellites
provide single- (VV or HH) or dual (VV+VH or HH+HV) polarized imagery
and have four imaging modes providing different resolution and coverage. The
four modes are Interferometric Wide Swath Model (IW), Wave Mode (WV),
Strip Map Mode (SM) and Extra Wide Swath Mode (EW) with a spatial
resolution of 5 x 20, 5 x 20, 5 x 4 and 25 x 100 m, respectively. The swath
widths for the different modes are 250 km (IW), 20 x 20 km (WV), 80 km (SM)
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2.6. Sentinel-1 SAR

and 400 km (EW) (ESA, 2020c, Figure 2.5). Data products of three levels are
made available from S1; Level-0 products being compressed unfocused SAR
raw data. Level-1 products being focused SAR data produced as Single Look
Complex (SLC) or Ground Range Detected (GRD).

SLC products are georeferenced using orbit and altitude data from the satellite
and preserves the phase information. GDR products are projected to ground
range using an Earth ellipsoid model and do not preserve phase. The latter
results in roughly square spatial resolution pixels and square pixel spacing with
reduced speckle compromising the spatial resolution. GRD products can be
provided in Full Resolution (FR), High Resolution (HR) and Medium Resolution
(MR) depending on the multi-looking performed. Level-2 products are derived
from Level-1 and are primarily for ocean products (ESA, 2020b). IW mode
acquires three sub-swaths using Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans
SAR (TOPOSAR) which is a type of multi-swath Scanning SAR (ScanSAR).
Like ScanSAR, TOPOSAR steer the beam in range, but the beam is also
electronically steered from backward to forward in the azimuth direction for
each burst. This leads to avoidance of scalloping and provides a homogeneous
image quality throughout the swath (De Zan and Guarnieri, 2006).

The viewing geometry of the satellite leads to geometric distortions of some
degree in all remote sensing systems. A side-looking radar, like S1, has two
kinds of distortions, foreshortening and layover, which both lead to a radar
shadow. Foreshortening occurs when the radar beam reaches the base of a tall
feature tilted towards the radar (e.g. a mountain) before it reaches the top
of the feature. When the radar beam reaches the top of a feature before the
base, layover occurs. The effect of distortion depends on the features slope
and the incidence angle of the radar beam. Both distortions result in a radar
shadow, an area where the radar beam is not able to illuminate the ground
surface and thus shows up as dark regions in the images where no energy has
been backscattered, e.i. no information is received (Natural Resources Canada,
2020).
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Figure 2.5: Overview of S1 acquisition modes (ESA, 2020c).

Figure 2.6: Distortions by side-looking radar. Layover (A), shadowing (B) and
foreshortening (C). Illustration by Weydahl and Eldhuset, 2011.
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2.7 Electromagnetic backscatter from avalanche debris

A model of electromagnetic backscatter from a disturbed snowpack (with
appropriate parameterization of the physical snow parameters in avalanche
debris) is yet to be fully examined and understood. Eckerstorfer and Malnes,
2015 formulated a quantitative model for radar backscatter from debris based
on F. K. Ulaby et al., 1986 previous work. F. K. Ulaby et al., 1986 laid
the foundation of an electromagnetic model for undisturbed snow and stated
that surface scattering in the air-snow interface, volume scattering within the
snowpack and ground scattering from the snow-ground interface contribute to
the received backscatter signal. In addition to this, the radar signal is influenced
by physical snow parameters such as snow depth, snow density, crystal size,
liquid water content and surface roughness. The detection of debris by an active
radar is founded on the change of backscatter signal when the snow surface
changes, and thus a change in the snow’s backscatter properties, when the
surface shifts from an undisturbed "regular surface" to debris.

In Eckerstorfer and Malnes, 2015 quantitative model the backscatter from the
ground (σg) is the main contributor in an undisturbed, dry snowpack (Figure
2.7 a). For dry debris they state that with increased snow depths and surface
roughness, the increased total backscatter (σT ) is a combination of increased
volume scatter (σv, σgv) (more snow) and increased backscatter at the air-snow
interface (σas) due to increased surface roughness (Figure 2.7 b). They further
state that the relative importance of volume and surface scattering remains to
be understood in detail, but in the summary conclude that they believe the
backscatter of the air-surface interface is the primary factor allows for detection
of debris. F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014 studies of backscatter from dry snow
with a "regular surface" compared with wind-generated roughness shows that
change in snow surface roughness has no effect when the snow is dry, but is of
importance when the snow is wet.

A layer of dry snow is a dielectric medium consisting of ice crystals in an air
background. Increasing liquid water content efficiently changes the dielectric
properties of snow and an increase in liquid water content leads to a decrease in
backscatter. When the snowpack contains water in liquid form, snow becomes a
mixture of ice particles, water droplets and air. The presence of water droplets
causes the absorption coefficient of the background medium to increase from zero
(for dry snow) if the volumetric water content of snow (also referred to as snow
wetness) is greater than or equal 1%. When becoming wet, the snow becomes
a nonscattering medium which is why the backscatter for an undisturbed wet
snowpack is lower than for dry snow (F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014).

The penetration depth in a snowpack decrease with increased liquid water
content (F. T. Ulaby and Long, 2014). For a wet snowpack the backscatter
contribution from ground- and surface scattering is non-existent, regardless
of whether it is undisturbed snow or debris. The dominating backscatter
contributor is therefore the air-surface backscatter (σas) and the change in
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2.7. Electromagnetic backscatter from avalanche debris

surface roughness determines how much the radar backscattering increases
(Eckerstorfer and Malnes, 2015). As mentioned is the total backscatter (σT )
of wet debris less than of dry debris, and overall Eckerstorfer and Malnes,
2015 concludes based on their studies that change in surface roughness is the
dominating factor enabling detection of debris due to increased backscatter in
contrast to its surrounding undisturbed snow cover.

Figure 2.7: Eckerstorfer and Malnes, 2015 simplified models of backscatter
contributions from snow parameters to the total backscatter for a) dry
undisturbed snow, b) dry debris, c) wet undisturbed snow and d) wet debris.

In addition to the factors above, Vickers et al., 2016 mentions Baumgartner
et al., 1999 study which shows that snow at lower temperature gives higher
backscatter than snow at higher temperatures. This was tested experimentally
for ground-based radar operating at C, X and Ku band. Based on this Vickers
et al., 2016 state that one would expect a decrease in radar backscatter in
the image where the snow condition was wet during a period with higher air
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temperatures, relative to an image where the snow was cold and dry.

2.8 The automated avalanche debris detection algorithm

Malnes et al., 2015 conducted the first Sentinel-1 manual detection of debris
by applying a change detection method utilizing the change in backscatter
properties of the debris relative to the undisturbed surrounding snow by
comparing repeat pass images. They validated their detections using high
resolution Radarsat-2 ultrafine images. To fill the information gap of avalanche
activity in remote areas, a method for automatic detection of debris was
desirable. Vickers et al., 2016 developed this further and presented a method
for automated change detection and unsupervised object classification through
the use of SAR imaging. Their results showed a detection rate of over 60% in a
case study in Tromsø. They compared their results with manually identified
debris and field-based images to quantify the algorithms accuracy.

A complete avalanche activity record was provided by Eckerstorfer et al., 2017
from a Norwegian forecasting region using SAR imaging from S1-A. The change
detection method was done manually by identifying localized backscatter in
avalanche runout zones using multi-temporal and multi-sensor datasets. To
make manual identification easier RGB composites were compiled making the
debris appear as green features. The result was compared to high resolution
Radarsat-2 images which indicated an overall underestimation of avalanche
activity. Vickers et al., 2017 further developed the automatic detection process
and used temporal change detection in combination with edge detection to
identify avalanches. As mentioned by Kummelvold et al., 2018 an experienced
operator was able to detect avalanche with high confidence, while the detection
process produced an average accuracies of approximately 80%. In terms of
average achievable accuracies Kummelvold et al., 2018 stated that the developed
method might have reached its ’hard limit’. The study used convolutional neural
networks (CNN) for avalanche detection in SAR images to see if the accuracy’s
could improve. This resulted in consistently producing accuracy’s above 90%.
The latest description of the processing chain for automatic detection using
Sentinel-1 data is described in detail in Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 where a near-
real time automatic avalanche monitoring system in Norway is proposed. The
process has three inputs and three resulting output products.

The input data in the automatic detection process chains consist of several
layers of masks, a DEM and Sentinel-1 GRD products. The purpose of the
masks is to depict the areas where avalanche can and cannot occur. This is
to reduce false positives, since e.g. water bodies could produce a change in
backscatter similar to that of avalanches. SatAut allows avalanche detection
inside the avalanche runout zones classified by the procedure described in Larsen
et al., 2018 based on a 10 m DEM. These runout zones are further reduced
where they overlap with water bodies and forested areas, since occurence of
avalanches is unlikely here and water and forest can produce ambiguous signals
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in SAR images. Agricultural areas and glaciated areas are masked out due
to their sensitivity to changes in the snow cover. The S1 products input is
GDR data in IW-mode with a ground range pixel resolution of 20 m for both
VV (vertical transmit and receive) and VH polarization (vertical transmit,
horizontal receive). Large parts of Norway consist of mountainous areas with
steep terrain and depending on where the area of interest is located, S1-A and
S1-B will pass the area in different ascending and descending orbits and at
different times in a 6-days repeat cycle (Figure 2.8). Both the orbit and the
topography in the area determine the effect of radar shadow, e.i. areas where
detection is not possible. Masking out the radar shadow in the area of interest
eliminate areas where detection is possible.

The DEM and S1 input data are geocoded using a SAR processing software
developed by Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 called ’gdar’ and works similarly to
Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) and has four primary steps. The steps
consist of adapting projection, solve doppler-range equations, conversion and
calculation of slate range coordinates to ground range coordinates, resampling
and exportation of radar backscatter for VV and VH-polarization as geotiff-files
for the area of interest. It is in this step a mask-file of layover and shadow
regions in area of interest (as described in previous paragraph) is produced.
Scene pairing is a necessary input for both avalanche detection and RGB
differentiation. S1 images of similar geometry (ascending or descending) and
orbit (e.g. 110) are used. These are either six days (or twelve if when only
using S1-A) apart and are paired to produce images showing the change in
relative backscatter. The image pairs showing temporal change detection of
backscatter intensity are called reference and activity image, respectively by
time of acquisition. The RGB differentiation consist of an RGB image with R
from reference image, G from activity image and B from reference image. This
way the positive backscatter changes appear as green, while negative backscatter
appears purple. This results in one of the three outputs, being RGB images in
geoTIFF and jpg.

The avalanche detection process consists of several steps described in detail in
Eckerstorfer et al., 2019. The input in the algorithm is the change detection
pairs and the avalanche runout mask function. First the input data is split into
500x500-pixel tiles and further exported in two parts, Difference of Gaussians
(DoG) filtering and Segmentation, before it is combined after feature filtering
into a binary avalanche detection map. The threshold calculated is crucial
for whether the pixels are nulled out or remain on the avalanche detection
map. The final output of the automatic detection is vectorized and an output
shapefile containing square-shaped polygons representing the debris detection
area is produced. Since there is a possibility that the passing satellites can
detect the same debris several times an age tracking algorithm was developed.
It assumes overlapping features within the period of one repeat cycle (typically
6-days) which originate from different satellite geometries are likely to be the
same avalanche. The steps in the algorithm is described in detail in Eckerstorfer
et al., 2019. This results in an additional shapefile containing polygons which
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has been age-tracked.

Figure 2.8: Ascending (left) and descending (right) satellite tracks covering
Norway (NGI, 2020a).

Figure 2.9: Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 illustration on workflow of the processing
chain for automatic avalanche detection using S1 data.
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Figure 2.10: RGB change detection image from Tromsø (Eckerstorfer et al., 2019). The debris is visible as green, elongated
features in the valleys. The black areas are radar shadow. The red circles highlight two of several areas with visible debris.20



CHAPTER 3

Data and study area

3.1 Study area

The study area is located in Tyin 1083 m. a.sl. in Oppland county in
the mountainous highland area Jotunheimen in the central parts of South-
Norway (Figure 3.1). The county road 53 Tyin-Årdal is situated along the
southwest shore of lake Tyin and is an important road for the inner region of
the neighbouring county Sogn and Fjordane in the west. Large parts of the road
are located above the tree line, which makes the area very exposed to winter
storms and avalanches. Wyssen has since 2016 conducted avalanche control
work on behalf of the NAPRA at Tyin. The Remote Avalanche Control System
(RACS) consists of 17 Wyssen Avalanche Towers built above avalanche paths
along the road. Wyssen is responsible for monitoring all systems 24/7 during
the winter season to ensure maintenance of the operational systems. The aim
is to increase safety and mitigate the risk for users of the road by triggering the
avalanches with explosives when the avalanche danger level is high (Langeland,
2019).

3.2 Data access

Sentinel-1 data

S1 data is available through the Copernicus Open Access Hub and can be
downloaded from https://scihub.copernicus.eu/ if a user is registered (Figure
3.2).

To access the time and date of S1 image acquisitions for the undetected avalanche
occurrences in the study area, the Copernicus Open Access Hub was used. Area
mode was applied to draw a box covering the study area and desirable search
criteria were checked in the Advanced Search box. For the search the Mission:
Sentinel-1 checkbox was applied and the sensing period varied depending on
the time of the undetected avalanche occurrences. The time of satellite image
acquisitions and their associated relative orbit numbers (hereafter: satellite
path) are visualized in Figures in Section 5.4.
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Figure 3.1: Tyin in Jotunheimen. Overview of position of towers along county
road 53.
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Figure 3.2: Copernicus Open Access Hub (ESA, 2020a).

Digital elevation model

A digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area was obtained from
M. Eckerstofer. High-resolution DEM data is publicly available and
can be downloaded from the Norwegian Mapping Authorities’ website
(kartkatalog.geonorge.no). The DEM has a spatial resolution of 10 m and
an accuracy of ±1 m and was constructed using airborne laser scanner data.
The data was updated in 2018 and is available in UTM 33. This is the same
DEM data used as input in SatAut. The DEM was used for spatial analysis
using geographic information systems (GIS-analysis).

Masks

Several masks were provided by M. Eckerstorfer for the GIS-analysis. SatAut
has multiple layer inputs which depict where debris can and cannot occur.
Following raster masks provided:

• Runout: A mask highlighting areas where avalanches can occur. The
avalanche runout zone mask is based on a 10 m DEM and was developed
by Larsen et al., 2018.

• Vegmap: A mask highlighting the presence of dense forest in the study
area. Dense forested areas are masked out since avalanches are highly
unlikely to occur there. This was not applicable for Tyin, however, since
there is no dense forest.

• Slope: Layer illustrating the slope of each cell in the input raster. In this
case the input raster is the DEM from the study area and the slope can
be calculated using e.g. ArcGIS Pro Spatial Analyst Tool.
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• Radar shadow: Four masks highlighting which parts of the study area are
visible and not visible from the different satellite paths. For our study
area this is the radar shadow from S1 descending path 37 and 110, and
ascending path 44 and 117 (Figure 2.8).

Basemaps and thematic maps

Basemaps and thematic maps used for illustration and analyst purposes was
accessed from The Norwegian Mapping Authority and NVE by connecting to
WMS-servers in ArcGIS Pro. Following maps were used:

• Topographic map 4 grey
http://openwms.statkart.no/skwms1/wms.topo4.graatone?

• Topographic map 4 colors
http://openwms.statkart.no/skwms1/wms.topo4?

• Snow avalanche - hazard zones
https://gis3.nve.no/map/services/SkredSnoAktR/MapServer/WmsServer

Meteorological data

The meteorological data was obtained from the Norwegian Centre for Climate
Services (NCCS) observations and weather statistics, freely available at
https://seklima.met.no/observations/. NCCS facilitates and disseminates climate
and hydrological data in Norway for further research and one can easily access
data of interest based on temporal resolution, weather elements, time period
and location of weather stations. There are three weather stations close to
the study area, Tyin; Filefjell - Kyrkjestølane in Vang (956 m a.s.l.), FV2515
Filefjell - Varden in Vang (1010 m a.s.l.) and FV53 Tyinosen in Årdal (1080
m a.s.l.) (see Figure 3.3). The weather station located in Kyrkjestølen had
most available data of the three, and all meteorological data in this study is
collected from this station. The weather data was downloaded as a .csv-file for
the periods of interest with hourly resolution of air temperature, precipitation,
strongest mean wind and direction of strongest mean wind.

Varsom/RegObs

Varsom/RegObs is a registration page for natural hazards-related observations.
The data is used by the NAWS in Norway, but is also freely available for
the public to make their own assessments. Both professionals and the public
can create a user and publish observations related to hazardous events within
the categories snow, ice, flood and landslides. The snow avalanche records
collected by Wyssen were to a great extent published on RegObs with additional
information and pictures of the avalanches used in this study. Images of
avalanches have been provided by Langeland, 2020 and a selection is presented
in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the weather stations nearby the study area, Tyin.

3.3 Software used

Python

Python is an open source programming language and can be down-
loaded from https://www.python.org/downloads/. Python version 3.7.4
has been used in this study. The codes are made available at
https://github.com/NVE/satskred/validation_tyin. Following packages were
used; numpy for mathematical operations, pandas for data manipulation and
analysis of tables, geopandas for spatial operations on geometric types, seaborn
and matplotlib for visualization of data (e.g. count plots and histograms).

ArcGIS Pro

ArcGIS is a geographical information systems (GIS) developed by the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). ArcGIS Pro is a software
package of ArcGIS Desktop and will be replacing the former ArcMap software.
ArcGIS Pro is mainly used for data visualisation using maps, spatial analysis
and geographic data management (ESRI, 2020). ArcGIS Pro was accessed
using NVE’s license. Details of tools and calculations performed in ArcGIS Pro
are described in Chapter 4. All maps in the thesis were created in ArcGIS Pro
unless commented otherwise.
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RiSCAN PRO

RiSCAN PRO is a software specifically for RIEGL Terrestrial 3D Laser Scanner
System. It builds around a project-structure and was used to import files from
Riegl vz-1000 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems
GmbH 2020, 2020). It was used for managing orientation, visualization and
cleaning noise from the point cloud, and exported as a .LAS-file for further
processing. The results from the laser scanning is presented in Appendix B.

CloudCompare

CloudCompare is a 3D point cloud processing software. It was primarily
developed to perform comparisons between dense point clouds, but has been
extended to a more generic point cloud processing software. In this thesis it
was used to rasterize and interpolate point cloud .LAS-files from laser scanning.
The software is freely available for download at https://www.danielgm.net/cc/.

3.4 Description of datasets

Field-observed avalanches recorded by Wyssen

Avalanche occurrences have been recorded and mapped by Wyssen for the
winter seasons 2016/2017, 2017/2018 and 2018/2019. Six datasets have been
provided, two per season; an Excel-table containing detailed descriptions of the
recorded avalanches and an associated .kmz-file containing polygons with the
location and extent of the avalanches. The field-observed avalanches (hereafter:
WysMan) are considered as true conditions and used as validation of SatAut.
The number of recorded, mapped and used WysMan per season is presented in
Table 3.1.

There are minor differences in the Excel-tables for each season due to changed
templates, but a general overview of the attributes is given in Table 3.2.
Description of weak layers are inconsistent, but some are listed in Table 3.2. Data
on elevation release and deposit, fracture width and depth, deposition width
and depth are not available for all avalanches. The same applies to additional
text descriptions like terminus extent, comments and weather, and link to
registered avalanches on www.regobs.no. The size classification in based on
EAWS snow avalanche classification system (Table 2.1). The mapped avalanches
were drawn into Google Earth based on pictures taken of the avalanches during
avalanche control work. The polygons represent the total extent of the avalanche,
including start-, run-out and deposition area. Wyssen estimated that 90% of
the polygons have an accuracy of ± 20 meters and 10% an accuracy of ±
50 meters. A source of error could be low visibility (Langeland, 2020). All
avalanches were mapped unless prohibited by poor visibility. After relating
the two datasets as described in Chapter 4, 367 avalanches were used in the
analysis. The dataset is stored in CSV format and can be downloaded from
https://github.com/NVE/satskred/validation_tyin.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the number of recorded, mapped and used WysMan
avalanches. In 2016/2017 the number of mapped avalanches were an additional
two more than what was initially recorded. However, they did not have an
associated description and were therefore excluded.

Number of WysMan
Per season Recorded Mapped Used
2016/2017 112 114 111
2017/2018 155 151 149
2018/2019 127 107 107
Total 394 372 367

To give an impression of the properties of WysMan, count plots illustrating
the distribution classified by month, size, avalanche type, snow type and path
location are produced for the three winter seasons. The avalanche activity is at
its highest in the month of March for season 2016/2017 and 2018/2019. The
2017/2018 season stands out with high avalanche activity in the months of
December and January, and no recorded activity after April. In 2016/2017
avalanches occurred from November to April and in 2018/2019, the season
ended early and no avalanches were recorded after March (Figure 3.4). 60.2%
were avalanches of size 1 and 1.5. If size 2 are included the percentage is
86.9%. Looking at Figure 3.5 it appears that avalanches of size 2.5 or larger are
predominant in the northernmost avalanche paths. The southernmost paths
consisted mostly of avalanches of size 1-2. Season 2017/2018 had a significantly
higher representation of size 1.5 and 2 avalanches compared to 2016/2017 and
2018/2019 (Figure 3.6). Looking at the distribution of occurrences classified by
path location per season, there are more frequent releases in the northernmost
paths (Figure 3.7).

The dominating avalanche type in the study area were slab avalanches which
occurred in 90% of the cases. This applies to all seasons. In 2016/2017 and
2017/2018 there were some cases of loose-snow avalanches and combined loose-
snow/slab avalanches (Figure 3.8). 95% of all avalanches consisted of dry snow.
All wet and moist avalanches released naturally, except one avalanche that was
triggered by a skier. Some of the natural events were triggered by cornice fall.
In 2016/2017 three avalanches were classified as wet, 12 were wet and two were
moist in 2017/2018, and in 2018/2019 three avalanches were moist (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of WysMan per season classified by month.

Figure 3.5: Distribution of WysMan (all seasons) classified by path location
colored by avalanche size of the events. Path names on the x-axis are arranged
from south to north.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of WysMan per season classified by size.

Figure 3.7: Distribution of WysMan per season classified by path location. Path
names on the x-axis are arranged from south to north.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of WysMan per season classified by avalanche type.

Figure 3.9: Distribution of WysMan per season classified by snow type.
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Table 3.2: Overview of attributes used to describe WysMan.

Attributes Description
Event/Mapping ID Text: TYIN_OBS_YYYYMMDD_NR
Local observation time Time
Avalanche release date Date
Avalanche release time Time
Elevation release Meters above sea level of starting point
Elevation deposit Meters above sea level of deposit
Fracture width Meters [m]
Fracture depth Meters [m]
Deposit width Meters [m]
Deposit depth Meters [m]
Terminus extent Text
Comments and weather Text
Regobs registration link URL
Size 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4

Path names

Tørv 1-5
Skog 1-3
Skiheisen
Langø
Støl 1-2
Tyinstølenbrattheng
Mel 1-2
Melvikebrattheng
Varden

Avalanche type

Slab avalanche (S)
Loose-snow avalanche (L)
Loose-snow + slab (LS)
Cornice fall (C)
Cornice fall + slab (CS)
Ice fall (I)
Ice fall + slab (IS)

Snow type
Dry (D)
Moist (M)
Wet (W)

Weak layer

Facets under slab
Near surface facets under slab
Facets above crust
Surface hoar under slab
On crust
Loose snow

Trigger
RACS explosive charge (Xp)
Skier/Snowboarder (S)
Natural (Nc/Na)
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Automatic and manual detections in radar images

SatAut has been applied to S1 radar images from Tyin for winter seasons
2016/2017, 2017/2018 and 2018/2019. Six datasets have been provided by M.
Eckerstorfer; three shapefiles (one per season) containing polygons with SatAut
detections and three corresponding shapefiles with manual detections (hereafter:
SatMan). The manual detections of debris are based on expert interpretation of
the RGB change detection product from SatAut (product described in Section
2.8). Number of SatAut and SatMan detections per season can be seen in Table
3.3.

The datasets with SatAut detections contain several attributes listed in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.10 depict the topographical information about the SatAut detections.
56% covered an area less than 4000 m2 and the tail gradually decreases with
increased area. The maximum area detected is approximately 23000 m2. SatAut
has the most frequent detections in the months of March, April and May based
on time of reference image (t_0). In winter season 2016/2017, detections
occurred from December until May, while in 2017/2018 and 2018/2019 the
detections occurred from February until May (Figure 3.11). Satellite path nr.
117 is the overall most frequent satellite geometry which depicts debris, but in
2016/2017 path nr. 44 is most frequent and for 2017/2018 it peaks at path 37.

The datasets with SatMan detections contain date of activity image, but no
additional information about satellite geometry or time of reference image
acquisition is provided. The reference date is therefore assumed to be 6-days
earlier since the satellites pass the study area with a 6-day interval. The dataset
contains detections from months outside the winter season and is therefore
divided into three seasons as following: 2.12.2016-18.05.2017, 3.12.2017-1.08.2018
and 2.12.2018-5.09.2019.

Table 3.3: Number of SatAut and SatMan detections per season.

Number of detections
Per season SatAut SatMan
2016/2017 24 37
2017/2018 25 21
2018/2019 19 41
Total 68 99
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of SatAut detection by area in m2.

Figure 3.11: Distribution of SatAut detections per season classified by month.

Figure 3.12: Distribution of SatAut detections per season classified by satellite
path.
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Table 3.4: Overview of attributes in the dataset with SatAut detections.

Attributes Description
area Area of detected avalanche [m2]
t_0 Reference date (used for constructing change detection

images)
t_1 Activity date (date of avalanche detection)
time Time of avalanche detection
det_count Amount of times avalanche got detected by multiple images
sat_geometry Satellite path
raster_val Area of detected avalanche
dem_min Longest runout
dem_max Furthest upslope position
dem_median Median elevation of polygon
slp_mean

Mean, median, min and max slope angle of polygonslp_median
slp_min
slp_max
vv1_mean

Backscatter value of the detected debris at t_0vv1_median
vv1_min
vv1_max
vv0_mean

Backscatter value of the detected debris at t_1vv0_median
vv0_min
vv0_max
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CHAPTER 4

Method

4.1 Preprossessing of datasets from Wyssen

The mapped avalanches from Wyssen and the recorded description of the
avalanche events did not have a common unique attribute. This was a necessity
in order to relate the two datasets. The mapped polygons had an attribute
"Name" in the format "TYIN_pathname_obs_YYYYMMDD" and the recorded
avalanche descriptions had an attribute "Event/Mapping ID" in the format
"TYIN_obs_YYYYMMDD_NR". These formats did not work as a unique
ID due to several avalanche releases on the same date in the same avalanche
path. Python was used to identify the non-unique attributes and a new ID
combining the two was created to relate the mapped avalanches to the correct
descriptions. After combining the two datasets on the new common ID, a total
of 367 avalanches were used in the analysis, representing 93% of the occurred
avalanches in Tyin (see Table 3.1 for overview).

4.2 Validation of satellite detected avalanches

Spatio-temporal matching of polygons

The validation of SatAut is based on comparing time and location of the SatAut
polygons to the WysMan polygons. The input dataset from WysMan contain
geometry and date of avalanche release and the SatAut detections contain
geometry and time of reference- and activity image acquisition. The algorithm
is a for-loop; it takes each WysMan and checks it against each SatAut detection.
First it verifies if the time of avalanche release falls within the time-interval
between the reference- and activity image. Based on the outcome it is either
classified as "No match" or further checks if the polygon from WysMan and the
SatAut detection intersect. If the polygons do not intersect, it is classified as
"No match" otherwise it is classified as "Match". The result is a list of classified
WysMan and the ones classified as "Match" contain the polygon ID of the
intersecting SatAut detections. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the steps of the
matching algorithm. The results from this process are presented in Section 5.2.
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4.2. Validation of satellite detected avalanches

Figure 4.1: Logic of the matching algorithm.

Evaluation of performance

The performance of SatAut is quantified using probability of detection (POD),
false alarm rate (FAR) and ture skill score (TSS), as done in Eckerstorfer
et al., 2019. POD and FAR were based on individual detected features. These
numbers are used to compare our results to previous validations.

POD = Number of correct automatic detections
Total number of true avalanche occurrences

FAR = Number of false automatic detections
Total number of automatic detections

TSS = POD − FAR

Limitations and source of error

The matching algorithm does not take into account the accuracy of WysMan,
meaning the polygon has to intersect the SatAut polygon to be classified as a
match and count as detected. Adding a buffer of 20-50 meters to the polygons
is in this case considered to provide a higher number of false detections rather
than a higher number of true detections and is therefore not included. Thus, one
cannot rule this out as a possible source of error. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the
avalanches are classified as match (A and B) and no match (C). Even though a
WysMan polygon and a SatAut polygon intersect it does not necessarily exclude
the possibility of it being a false detection. As illustrated in Figure 4.2 B, if
the overlap is minimal and/or the location depart from what is expected, the
avalanche is still classified as a match.
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4.3. GIS-analysis
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Figure 4.2: WysMan classified as match (A and B) and no match (C).

4.3 GIS-analysis

Radar shadow and layover

ArcMap Pro was used to study the influence of layover and radar shadow in
the runout zone. Using a raster calculator, the slope mask was divided into
a starting zone (slope > 30°) and a runout zone (slope < 30°). The slope
mask, runout mask and the four masks containing layover and radar shadow
for the different satellite paths were converted using the "Raster to Polygon"
tool. A layer containing the starting zone from the slope mask was created and
further cropped using the "Clip" tool to extract the features that overlap with
the runout zone. The percentage of coverage of each satellite geometry in the
runout mask was calculated in Python. Further, the percentage of overlap in
starting- and runout zones was calculated.

Analysis of avalanche properties and case study

To give an overview of the properties characterizing WysMan whom intersect
with SatAut (hereafter: matched avalanches) relative to the undetected
avalanches, count plots illustrating the distribution classified by month, size,
avalanche type, snow type and path location are produced. The avalanche
properties allow for a more in-depth analysis of the characteristics and
distribution of the matched and undetected avalanches. Avalanche attributes of
special interest in our study are the avalanche size and snow type (wet, moist
and dry). In addition, we conducted a qualitative analysis on a selection of
WysMan events in order to study the influence of meteorological conditions and
time of S1 image acquisition on the probability of detection. The case study
is based on comparing WysMan of same avalanche size, a matched avalanche
(true positive) and an undetected avalanche (false negative), to examine the
similarities and inequalities related to the meteorological conditions and time
of avalanche release relative to time of S1 image acquisition. The aim is to
see if these factors can explain why some WysMan are detected while others
are not. We superimposed the extent of the WysMan, SatAut and SatMan
polygons on the RGB change detection images to study how well they overlap
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4.3. GIS-analysis

and correspond to the relative backscatter signal. The WysMan events are
selected based on size (see Table 2.1 for classification) and time. The latter is
to get a variety of meteorological settings in the case study.
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CHAPTER 5

Results

Section 5.1 provides an overview of how radar shadow in the different satellite
geometries affects the avalanche area along lake Tyin. Section 5.2 presents
the results from the validation of SatAut and is divided into three parts; a
spatio-temporal comparison between SatAut and WysMan, SatAut and SatMan,
and lastly SatMan and WysMan. Section 5.3 presents the distribution of relative
backscatter values of the SatAut detections. In Section 5.4 the meteorological
conditions and the time of image acquisition relative to the avalanche occurrence
for a selection of WysSkred is studied.

5.1 Radar shadow in avalanche zones

The radar shadow in the avalanche area in satellite path 37, 44, 110 and 117
can be seen in Figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The path 37 and 117
have the highest percentage of radar shadow in the avalanche area (Table 5.1).
The radar shadow is predominately a problem in the southernmost avalanche
paths (from Tørv 1-Skog 1) covering large parts within both the starting- and
runout zone. The avalanche paths further north are less affected, especially in
ascending path 44 and 117, where the radar shadow mostly overlaps with the
starting zone.

Table 5.1: Percentage of radar shadow within the avalanche area for the different
satellite paths passing Tyin.

Radar shadows
Satellite path DES 37 ASC 44 DES 110 ASC 117

Within avalanche area 88% 71% 78% 86%
Starting zone 82% 83% 65% 90%
Runout zone 18% 17% 35% 10%
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5.1. Radar shadow in avalanche zones
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Figure 5.1: Radar shadow in descending satellite path 37. Map sections are
arranged from north to south.
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Figure 5.2: Radar shadow in ascending satellite path 44. Map sections are
arranged from north to south.
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5.1. Radar shadow in avalanche zones
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Figure 5.3: Radar shadow in descending satellite path 110. Map sections are
arranged from north to south.
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Figure 5.4: Radar shadow in ascending satellite path 117. Map sections are
arranged from north to south.
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

5.2 Validation of SatAut

SatAut compared to WysMan

In total 367 WysMan were used to validate the performance of SatAut. During
the three winter seasons SatAut had 68 detections. According to time and
date of WysMan, 147 avalanches occurred within the time interval of the 68
SatAut detections. Comparing time and location of WysMan and the SatAut
detections, 19 WysMan were intersecting with 16 SatAut detections (Table 5.2).
This results in a POD of 0.052 and a FAR of 0.72 which results in a TSS of
-0.668.

Table 5.2: Number of WysMan and SatAut detections per season. Time-match
illustrates the number of WysMan which occurred in the time-interval between
the reference- and activity images of the SatAut detections. Location-match
illustrates the number of WysMan (within the time-interval) which also intersect
the SatAut detections.

Number of detections
Per season WysMan SatAut Time-match Location-match
2016/2017 111 24 67 10
2017/2018 149 25 34 3
2018/2019 107 19 46 6
Total 367 68 147 19

Out of the total 367 WysMan 60.2% were avalanches of size 1 or 1.5. Assuming
all avalanches larger than size 1.5 can reliably be detected by SatAut, the
sample size of WysMan is 146. This results in a POD of 0.116. Assuming all
avalanches have to be larger than size 2, the sample size is 48 and the POD is
0.271 (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3: Sample size of WysMan and the matched and undetected avalanches
as true positives, false negatives and false positives grouped by avalanche size.

WysMan SatAut Total Size > 1.5 Size > 2
True positives Yes Yes 19 17 13
False negatives Yes No 348 146 48
False positives No Yes 49 Unknown Unknown

As seen in Table 5.4 there were two WysMan avalanches classified as size 4
where one matched, five of size 3.5 where one matched and 20 of size 3 where six
matched. All matched avalanches larger than size 2 were dry slab avalanches.
SatAut matched with six WysMan of size 2 and two WysMan of size 1 (Figure
5.7).

50% of the matched SatAut polygons has an area less than 6000 m2, three of
these were less than 4000 m2 (Figure 5.5). Overall the matched avalanches
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

Table 5.4: Number of WysMan and matched avalanches classified by size.

Avalanche size distribution
Size WysMan % Matched %
1 128 34.9 2 10.5
1.5 93 25.3 0 0
2 98 26.7 6 31.6
2.5 21 5.7 3 15.8
3 20 5.5 6 31.6
3.5 5 1.4 1 5.3
4 2 0.5 1 5.3
Total 367 100 19 100

occurred in the months of February, March and April (Figure 5.6). All matched
avalanches were dry slab avalanches except nr. 13 in Table 5.5 which was
a wet snow avalanche triggered by a cornice fall (Figure 5.8, 5.9). The 19
matched avalanches are listed in Table 5.5. They were located in 8 of the 17
avalanche paths (Figure 5.10). No matched avalanches were detected in the
southernmost avalanche paths, Tørv 1-5, which have large parts of their runout
zone in the radar shadow of the descending satellite paths (Figure 5.1 and 5.3).
The satellite path with most frequent matches was ascending path 117 (Table
5.5). The larger avalanches were most frequent in the northernmost avalanche
paths where most of the detected events are located (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.5: Distribution of matched SatAut detections by area in m2.
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

Figure 5.6: Distribution of WysMan classified by month. The 19 matched
avalanches are highlighted in red.

Figure 5.7: Distribution of WysMan classified by size. The 19 matched
avalanches are highlighted in red.
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

Figure 5.8: Distribution of WysMan classified by avalanche type. The 19
matched avalanches are highlighted in red.

Figure 5.9: Distribution of WysMan classified by snow type. The 19 matched
avalanches are highlighted in red.
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

Figure 5.10: Distribution of WysMan classified by avalanche path location.
Path names on the x-axis are arranged from south to north. The 19 matched
avalanches are highlighted in red.

Figure 5.11: Distribution of WysMan classified by path location colored by
avalanche size of the events. Path names on the x-axis are arranged from south
to north.
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Table 5.5: Overview of the polygons from WysMan matching with polygons from SatAut. All avalanches are dry slab avalanches
except nr. 13 which is a wet snow avalanche triggered by a cornice fall.

Polygon id Satellite
Nr. Path location WysMan SatAut Release date Reference date Detection date Path Size
2016/2017
1 Melvikebrattheng 55 49 16.03.2017 14.03.2017 20.03.2017 37 3.5

52 14.03.2017 20.03.2017 44
2 Støl 2 56 55 16.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 1
3 Langø 61 54 16.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 1
4 Tyinstølenbrattheng 65 51 18.03.2017 14.03.2017 20.03.2017 44 3
5 Langø 66 54 18.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 2
6 Støl 2 76 55 25.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 2.5
7 Langø 79 54 25.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 2.5
8 Skiheisen 87 53 25.03.2017 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117 2
9 Mel 2 96 58 20.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 44 2
10 Mel 2 106 58 22.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 44 3
2017/2018
11 Langø 239 30 06.04.2018 02.04.2018 08.04.2018 37 2
12 Langø 242 31 06.04.2018 02.04.2018 08.04.2018 37 2.5
13 Skog 1 111 35 20.04.2018 14.04.2018 20.04.2018 37 2
2018/2019
14 Mel 2 230 2 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 117 3
15 Støl 2 270 7 24.03.2019 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 117 4
16 Skiheisen 275 5 24.03.2019 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 117 3
17 Tyinstølenbrattheng 265 9 27.03.2019 27.03.2019 02.04.2019 117 2
18 Tyinstølenbrattheng 260 9 31.03.2019 27.03.2019 02.04.2019 117 3

12 28.02.2019 03.04.2019 44
19 Mel 1 261 10 31.03.2019 27.03.2019 02.04.2019 117 3
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

SatAut compared to SatMan

As an additional validation of SatAut, a comparison of SatAut and SatMan was
done. During the three winter seasons SatAut had 68 detection and SatMan
99. Comparing time and location, 12 SatMan polygons intersected with 14
SatAut polygons (Table 5.6, 5.8). This results in a POD of 0.121 and a FAR
of 0.823 which results in a TSS of -0.703. Six of the 19 intersecting detections
from Section 5.2 are also intersecting with the SatMan detections. Nr. 2 and 3
in Table 5.7 are detections by SatAut and SatMan intersecting with multiple
WysMan. All six avalanches in Table 5.7 were dry slab avalanches.

Table 5.6: Number of SatMan and SatAut detections per season. Location-
match illustrates the number of SatMan detections intersecting the SatAut
detections.

Number of detections
Per season SatMan SatAut Location-match
2016/2017 38 24 7
2017/2016 21 25 0
2016/2018 41 19 5
total 99 68 12

Table 5.7: Overview of SatAut detections which intersected with both WysMan
and SatMan.

Polygon id
Nr. Path location SatAut SatMan WysMan Sat. path Size

1 Skiheisen 53 81
83 87 117 2

2 Langø 54 86
61
66
79

117
1
1.5
2

3 Mel 2 58 96 96
106 44 2

3
4 Mel 2 2 11 230 117 3
5 Skiheisen 5 29 275 117 3
6 Støl 2 7 27 270 117 4
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Table 5.8: Overview of the SatMan polygons intersecting with polygons from SatAut. All avalanches were dry slab avalanches.

Polygon id Satellite
Nr. Path location SatMan SatAut Reference date Detection date Sat. path
2016/2017
1 Mel 2 67 44 07.12.2016 31.12.2016 117

46 26.12.2016 01.01.2017 44
2 Skiheisen 68 45 26.12.2016 01.01.2017 44

47 31.12.2016 12.01.2017 117
3 Mel 2 70 48 25.01.2017 31.01.2017 44
4 Skiheisen 81 53 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117
5 Skiheisen 83 53 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117
6 Langø 86 54 13.03.2017 25.03.2017 117
7 Mel 2 96 58 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 44
2018/2019
8 Langø (north) 10 0 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 117
9 Mel 2 11 2 07.02.2019 13.03.2019 117
10 Skiheisen 29 4 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 110

5 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 117
11 Langø (north) 25 6 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 117
12 Støl 2 27 7 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 117
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5.2. Validation of SatAut

WysMan compared to SatMan

Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 used SatMan as validation data towards SatAut. We
compare SatMan to WysMan to assess its performance as validation data.
During three winter seasons SatMan had 99 detections while WysMan consist
of 367 events. According to time and date of WysMan, 216 avalanches occurred
within the time interval of the 99 SatMan detections (Table 5.9). Comparing
time and location of WysMan and the SatMan detections, 41 WysMan were
intersecting with 31 SatMan detections. This results in a POD of 0.112 and a
FAR of 0.586 which results in a TSS of -0.474.

Table 5.9: Number of WysMan and SatMan detections per season. Time-match
illustrates the number of WysMan which occurred in the time-interval between
the reference- and activity images of the SatMan detections. Location-match
illustrates the number of WysMan (within the time-interval) which also intersect
with the SatMan detections.

Number of detections
Per season WysMan SatMan Time-match Location-match
2016/2017 111 38 73 16
2017/2018 149 21 75 11
2018/2019 107 41 68 14
total 367 99 216 41

Assuming all avalanches larger than size 1.5 can reliably be manually detected
by an expert, the sample size of the WysMan is 146. This results in a POD of
0.247. Assuming all avalanches have to be larger than size 2, the sample size is
48 and the POD is 0.369.

Table 5.10: Sample size of WysMan and the matched and undetected avalanches
as true positives, false negatives and false positives grouped by avalanche size.

WysMan SatMan Total Size > 1.5 Size > 2
True positives Yes Yes 41 36 19
False negatives Yes No 326 146 48
False positives No Yes 58 Unknown Unknown

As seen in Table 5.11 SatMan matched with the two WysMan classified as
avalanche size 4, one out of five avalanches of size 3.5 and nine out of 20
avalanches of size 3. All matched avalanches were dry slab avalanches except
nr. 9, 17 and 27 in Table 5.12 and 5.13 which are classified as dry loose +
slab avalanche, wet slab avalanche and moist slab avalanche, respectively. The
matched avalanches occurred evenly trough the months of December-April
(Figure 5.12) and avalanches of size 2 had the highest detection rate (Figure
5.13). The avalanches were mostly located north of the avalanche path Skiheisen
where most of the larger sized avalanches appear (Figure 5.16 and 5.17). SatMan
does not contain information about satellite geometry.
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Table 5.11: Overview of WysMan and the intersecting SatMan detections
classified by avalanche size.

Avalanche size distribution
Size WysMan % Intersect %
1 128 34.9 2 4.9
1.5 93 25.3 3 7.3
2 98 26.7 17 41.5
2.5 21 5.7 7 17.1
3 20 5.5 9 22.0
3.5 5 1.4 1 2.4
4 2 0.5 2 4.9
Total 367 100 41 100

Figure 5.12: Distribution of WysMan classified by month. The 41 SatMan
detected avalanches are highlighted in red.
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of WysMan classified by size. The 41 SatMan matched
avalanches are highlighted in red.

Figure 5.14: Distribution of WysMan classified by avalanche type. The 41
SatMan matched avalanches are highlighted in red.
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of WysMan classified by snow type. The 41 SatMan
matched avalanches are highlighted in red.

Figure 5.16: Distribution of WysMan classified by avalanche path location.
Path names on the x-axis are arranged from south to north. The 41 SatMan
matched avalanches are highlighted in red.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of WysMan classified by path location colored by
avalanche size of the events. Path names on the x-axis are arranged from south
to north.
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Table 5.12: Overview of the polygons from WysMan intersecting with polygons from SatMan. All avalanches were dry slab
avalanches except nr. 9 and 17.

Polygon id Satellite
Nr. Path location WysMan SatMan Release date Reference date Detection date Size
2016/2017
1 Melvikebrattheng 24 72 21.02.2017 18.02.2017 24.02.2017 3.5

73 18.02.2017 24.02.2017
2 Mel 2 44 42 09.03.2017 06.03.2017 12.03.2017 2
3 Mel 2 54 82 16.03.2017 13.03.2017 19.03.2017 4
4 Mel 2 72 82 18.03.2017 13.03.2017 19.03.2017 2
5 Mel 2 74 87 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 2.5
6 Støl 2 76 88 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 2.5
7 Støl 1 77 89 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 2
8 Langø 79 86 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 2.5
9 Tørv 2 83 84 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 1
10 Skiheisen 87 83 25.03.2017 19.03.2017 25.03.2017 2

85 19.03.2017 25.03.2017
11 Mel 2 96 96 20.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 2
12 Støl 2 98 97 20.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 2
13 Støl 1 99 97 20.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 1
14 Støl 2 103 97 22.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 3
15 Støl 1 104 97 22.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 1.5
16 Mel 2 106 96 22.04.2017 19.04.2017 25.04.2017 3
2017/2018
17 Mel 2 135 46 20.12.2017 20.12.2017 26.12.2017 2

98 20.12.2017 26.12.2017
18 Mel 2 137 46 22.12.2017 20.12.2017 26.12.2017 2.5

98 20.12.2017 26.12.2017
19 Mel 2 143 46 24.12.2017 20.12.2017 26.12.2017 1.5

98 20.12.2017 26.12.2017
20 Mel 1 144 46 24.12.2017 20.12.2017 26.12.2017 1.5
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Table 5.13: Overview of the polygons from WysMan intersecting with polygons from SatMan. All avalanches are dry slab
avalanches except nr. 27.

Polygon id Satellite
Nr. Path location WysMan SatMan Release date Reference date Detection date Size
2017/2018
21 Støl 2 167 51 07.01.2018 07.01.2018 13.01.2018 2
22 Støl 1 177 52 08.01.2018 07.01.2018 13.01.2018 2.5
23 Støl 2 178 51 08.01.2018 07.01.2018 13.01.2018 3
24 Støl 2 240 1 06.04.2018 06.04.2018 12.04.2018 2.5
25 Mel 1 241 0 06.04.2018 06.04.2018 12.04.2018 2
26 Mel 2 244 0 06.04.2018 06.04.2018 12.04.2018 3
27 Tyinstølenbrattheng 255 59 13.04.2018 07.04.2018 13.04.2018 2
2018/2019
28 Mel 2 356 3 25.12.2018 21.12.2018 27.12.2018 3
29 Mel 1 357 3 25.12.2018 21.12.2018 27.12.2018 2
30 Støl 2 346 7 14.01.2019 09.01.2019 15.01.2019 2
31 Støl 2 348 7 14.01.2019 09.01.2019 15.01.2019 2
32 Tørv 4 312 15 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 3
33 Langø 315 18 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 2.5
34 Støl 1 316 13 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 2
35 Støl 2 317 14 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 3
36 Mel 2 318 11 13.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 3
37 Skog 1 321 16 12.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 2
38 Mel 2 325 11 11.02.2019 07.02.2019 13.02.2019 2
39 Støl 2 270 27 24.03.2019 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 4
40 Skiheisen 275 29 24.03.2019 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 3
41 Tørv 1 279 26 24.03.2019 21.03.2019 27.03.2019 256



5.3. Backscatter values

5.3 Backscatter values

A general overview of the mean and median VV-polarized backscatter values
within the SatAut polygons at time of reference image acquisitions (vv0) and
activity image acquisitions (vv1). The blue color represents the backscatter
values for all 68 SatAut detections. The orange color represents backscatter
values of the 16 SatAut polygons intersecting with WysMan. As earlier
mentioned, 95% of the avalanches were dry snow and out of the 19 matched
WysMan, only one consisted of wet snow.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.18: Backscatter values from SatAut detections at time of reference
image acquisitions (vv0: a and b) and activity image acquisition (vv1: c and d).
The blue color represent the backscatter values for all 68 SatAut detections. The
orange color represent backscatter values of the 16 SatAut polygons intersecting
with WysMan
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5.4 Case study

Case A: size 4

Two WysMan were classified as size 4; a SatAut detected event from 24.03.19
at 13:36 located at Støl 2 (A1) and an undetected event from 16.03.17 at 11:45
located at Mel 2 (A2). Both events were classified as dry slab avalanches and
detected by SatMan (see Table 5.5, 5.12). According to notes from Wyssen
the avalanche deposit width was 140 m with a depth of about 2 m in case A2.
An overview of time, satellite path and air temperatures at time of S1 image
acquisition before and after avalanche release can be seen in Table 5.14 (the
time is rounded to the nearest hour). The RGB change detection images will
be referred to with the satellite path the image was depicted in (Figure 5.22,
5.26). Images of the avalanches are presented in Appendix A (Figure A.1-A.3).

In A1 the debris was detected by SatAut in path 117 three days after the
avalanche occurred. The SatAut polygon was located in the runout zone, but
north of WysMan with minimal intersecting area. The debris detected by
SatMan overlaps with the SatAut polygon (see Figure 5.19a, 5.22). SatMan’s
activity date was 27.03.19 so the debris was detected in path 110 or 117. From
time of avalanche release to activity image acquisition minimal precipitation
occurred (Figure 5.20). The air temperature varied between the reference- and
activity image with temperatures close to 0◦C. Assuming the air temperature
from Kyrkjestølen was the same at Tyinstølen, they imply a wet to dry transition
in path 110 and a dry to wet transition in path 117 and 37. In path 44 the
temperatures were above 0◦C when both images were acquired (Table 5.14).
The relative change in backscatter appears very differently in the four satellite
geometries (Figure 5.22). In path 110 and 117 (Figure 5.22a, 5.22b) positive
backscatter is dominant in the runout zone which makes it difficult to distinguish

(a) Case A1 (b) Case A2

Figure 5.19: SatAut detected WysMan A1 (a) and undetected WysMan A2 (b)
of size 4.
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Table 5.14: Time and satellite path of reference- and activity image acquisition
for A1 and A2 and associated air temperatures on these dates.

Case Path Date (ref) Date (act) Temp.
[◦C] (ref)

Temp.
[◦C] (act)

A1 DES 110 21.03.19 06:00 27.03.19 06:00 2.4 -0.1
ASC 117 21.03.19 17:00 27.03.19 17:00 -0.3 1.4
DES 037 22.03.19 06:00 28.03.19 06:00 -7.4 2.4
ASC 044 22.03.19 17:00 28.03.19 17:00 4.4 3.5

A2 DES 110 13.03.17 06:00 19.03.17 06:00 -2.0 -12.3
DES 037 14.03.17 06:00 20.03.17 06:00 0.2 -5.9
ASC 044 14.03.17 17:00 20.03.17 17:00 -1.9 0.5

debris from noise within the perimeter of WysMan. The SatMan detected debris
in path 117 is also visible in path 110 and 37 (Figure 5.22a, 5.22c). Negative
backscatter is more dominant in path 37 and 44 (Figure 5.22c, 5.22d).

In A2 the debris was detected by SatMan in path 110, three days after avalanche
release. The SatMan polygons was located in the runout zone in the deposition
area of WysMan (Figure 5.26). From time of avalanche release to activity
image acquisition precipitation occurred (Figure 5.20). At the time of image
acquisition the air temperature was negative except in the reference image of
path 37 (Table 5.14). Looking at the RGB change detection image from path
110 (Figure 5.23) the SatMan detected debris stands out from the surrounding
with an elongated shape of green. The debris is visible in path 37 and 44 as
well, but the shape appears less evident from the surroundings (Figure 5.24,
5.25). The data from path 117 is missing (unknown why).

A1 and A2 are the largest avalanches in the dataset. A1 was detected by SatAut
and both were detected by SatMan. Both avalanches have three days between
avalanche release and first activity image acquisition. More precipitation
occurred between avalanche release and image acquisition in case A2 compared
to A1, but the detected debris is more evident in the RGB images in A2
compared to A1 (Figure 5.22, 5.26).
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Case A1

Figure 5.20: Case A1: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite path. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: times of image acquisitions. Blue lines: images where detection of
debris occurred.

Case A2

Figure 5.21: Case A2: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite path. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: times of image acquisitions.
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(d) Case A1: Ascending path 44

Figure 5.22: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case A1.
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Figure 5.23: Case A2: Descending path 110
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Figure 5.24: Case A2: Descending path 37
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Figure 5.25: Case A2: Ascending path 44

Figure 5.26: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case A2.
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Case B: size 3.5

Five WysMan were classified as size 3.5, but only one was detected by SatAut.
The avalanche occurred 16.03.17 at 11:45 (B1), same day as case A2, located in
Melvikebrattheng (see Table 5.5). According to notes fromWyssen the avalanche
deposit width was 350 m with a depth of about 1.5 m. For comparison, an
undetected event from 06.04.18 at 08:00 (B2), also located in Melvikebrattheng,
is presented. Both events were classified as dry slab avalanches and were not
detected by SatMan. An overview of time, path and air temperatures at time
of S1 image acquisition before and after avalanche release can be seen in Table
5.15. Images of the avalanches are presented in Appendix A (Figure A.4-A.7).

In case B1, the debris was detected by SatAut in two images, both intersecting
the avalanche in the deposition area (Figure 5.27). Unlike A2, the debris was
not detected in path 110, but in path 37 (Figure 5.31, polygon id 49) and
path 44 (Figure 5.32, polygon id 52) acquired four days after the avalanche
release. Looking at the RGB change detection images the debris is visible
in path 110 and shows up similarly as in A2, but is not detected by SatMan
(Figure 5.30). The debris does not show up as one coherent feature, but is
visible in all three satellite geometries and SatAut succeeded to recognize it as
debris. In B2 the first activity image was acquired one day after the avalanche
released. Little precipitation occurred between avalanche release and image
acquisition. Looking at the RGB change detection images some green features
are visible right below the radar shadow within the perimeter of the avalanche,
but it was not recognized as debris by SatMan or SatAut (Figure 5.34). The air
temperature changed a lot between activity and reference image at the time of
image acquisition in both descending paths 110 and 37; from negative −27.1◦C
and −26.8◦C in the reference image to −5.2◦C and −2.6◦C in the activity image
(Table 5.15).

(a) Case B1 (b) Case B2

Figure 5.27: SatAut detected WysMan B1 (a) and undetected WysMan B2 (b)
of size 3.5.
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In the days leading up to the avalanche release, more precipitation occurred
in B1 compared to B2. After release, B1 had four days of precipitation, and
detection was possible, while B2 had one day of precipitation. However, no
detection was possible in case B2. B1 had the same meteorological conditions
as A2, but SatAut only detected B1.

Table 5.15: Time and satellite path of reference- and activity image acquisitions
for B1 and B2 and associated air temperature on these dates.

Case Path Date (ref) Date (act) Temp.
[◦C] (ref)

Temp.
[◦C] (act)

B1 DES 110 13.03.17 06:00 19.03.17 06:00 -2.0 -12.3
DES 037 14.03.17 06:00 20.03.17 06:00 0.2 -5.9
ASC 044 14.03.17 17:00 20.03.17 17:00 -1.9 0.5

B2 DES 110 01.04.18 06:00 07.04.18 06:00 -27.1 -5.2
ASC 117 01.04.18 17:00 07.04.18 17:00 -9.4 -2.5
DES 037 02.04.18 06:00 08.04.18 06:00 -26.8 -2.6
ASC 044 02.04.18 17:00 08.04.18 17:00 -6.1 0.2

Case B1

Figure 5.28: Case B1: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions. Blue lines: images where detection of
debris occurred.
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Case B2

Figure 5.29: Case B2: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions.
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Figure 5.30: Case B1: Descending path 110
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Figure 5.31: Case B1: Descending path 37
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Figure 5.32: Case B1: Ascending path 44

Figure 5.33: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case B1. 66
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Figure 5.34: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case B2.
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Case C: size 3

20 WysMan were classified as size 3, six of them were detected by SatAut, while
SatMan detected nine. Four WysMan are presented in this case. Two events
were detected by both SatAut and SatMan from 22.04.17 at 09:00 (C1) and
13.02.19 at 12:02 (C2), both located by Mel 2. According to notes from Wyssen,
the avalanche deposit width and depth for C1 was 130 m with a depth of about
1.5 m. For comparison, two events from 8.01.18 at 05:38 (C3) and 19.03.18 at
13:16 (C4), both located by Støl 2, is presented. C3 and C4 was not detected
by SatAut while SatMan detected C3 (see Table 5.5, 5.12). All events were dry
slab avalanches. An overview of time, path and air temperatures at time of S1
image acquisition before and after avalanche release can be seen in Table 5.16.
Images of the avalanches are presented in Appendix A (Figure A.8-A.15).

In C1 the debris was detected by SatAut in path 44, three days after the
avalanche released. SatMan’s activity date was 25.04.17 so the debris was
detected in paths 37 or 44. The SatAut detected debris was located in the
centre of the avalanche, just below the starting area (Figure 5.35a). SatAut and
SatMan overlap about 50 % (Figure 5.44). Looking at the RGB change detection
images the radar shadow in path 110 partly covers the debris that was visible
in path 37 and 44 (Figure 5.44). Precipitation occurred in the days leading up
to the avalanche release and in the period between release and activity image
acquisition. The air temperature at the time of image acquisition was below
0◦C for all paths (Table 5.16). In case C2, the debris was detected by SatAut
and SatMan. SatAut detected the debris in path 117, five hours after avalanche
release. SatMan’s activity date was 13.02.19 so the debris was detected in
paths 117 or 37. Both were intersecting the avalanche in the deposition area
(Figure 5.35b). SatAut and SatMan overlap, but SatAut detected the most
evident green feature in the RGB image while SatMan detected the debris as an
elongated shape. The debris is visible in path 37 as well (Figure 5.45b). In path

(a) Case C1 (b) Case C2

Figure 5.35: SatAut detected WysMan C1 (a) and C2 (b) of size 3.
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(a) Case C3 (b) Case C4

Figure 5.36: WysMan not detected by SatAut; C3 (a) and C4 (b) of size 3.

37 and 44 there is a dominating occurrence of negative backscatter and the air
temperature indicates a dry to wet transition in these paths (Table 5.16).

Case C3 was detected by SatMan, but not by SatAut. SatMan’s activity date
was 13.01.18 so the debris was detected in paths 110 or 117. There were
approximately 15-30 minutes between the avalanche release and the activity
image acquisition in path 37. No precipitation occurred between the avalanche
release and the activity images for paths 37 and 44 (Figure 5.39). The activity
image for path 110 and 117 was acquired five days after the avalanche released.
Looking at the RGB change detection images it is difficult to distinguish the
debris from noise (Figure 5.46). Case C4 was not detected by SatAut nor
SatMan. The first activity image was acquired one day after the avalanche
release in path 117 and little precipitation occurred between avalanche release
and time of activity image acquisition (Figure 5.40). The RGB change detection
image from path 110 has some features of green within the perimeter of the
avalanche, but it is difficult to distinguish the debris from noise in the other
paths (Figure 5.47). The air temperature at time of image acquisition was
below 0◦C for all paths in cases C3 and C4 (Figure 5.39, 5.40).

In case C there are two events with image acquisitions soon after avalanche
release that did not get detected by SatAut, while C1, which had three days
of ongoing snowfall and a lot of wind between avalanche release and image
acquisition, was detected. In case C3, debris was detected by SatMan in the
image taken five days after the avalanche release, not the images taken the
same day as the avalanche released. C3 and C4 had negative temperatures
throughout the period from reference- to activity image acquisition, whereas in
C1 and C2 the temperature rose above 0◦C.
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Table 5.16: Time and satellite path of reference- and activity image acquisitions
for C1-C4 and associated air temperatures on these dates.

Case Path Date (ref) Date (act) Temp.
[◦C] (ref)

Temp.
[◦C] (act)

C1 DES 110 18.04.17 06:00 24.04.17 06:00 -15.1 -4.7
DES 037 19.04.17 06:00 25.04.17 06:00 -7.4 -5.6
ASC 044 19.04.17 17:00 25.04.17 17:00 -0.6 -1.4

C2 ASC 117 07.02.19 17:00 13.02.19 17:00 -5.7 -2.7
DES 037 08.02.19 06:00 14.02.19 06:00 -7.3 4.0
ASC 044 08.02.19 17:00 14.02.19 17:00 -7.8 1.9
DES 110 13.02.19 06:00 19.02.19 06:00 0.2 -0.4

C3 DES 037 02.01.18 06:00 08.01.18 06:00 -3.3 -0.4
ASC 044 02.01.18 17:00 08.01.18 17:00 -9.7 -9.8
DES 110 07.01.18 06:00 13.01.18 06:00 -8.1 -9.3
ASC 117 07.01.18 17:00 13.01.18 17:00 -4.9 -11.4

C4 DES 110 14.03.18 06:00 20.03.18 06:00 -24.2 -7.7
ASC 117 14.03.18 17:00 20.03.18 17:00 -8.9 -4.5
DES 037 15.03.18 06:00 21.03.18 06:00 -8.8 -3.1
ASC 044 15.03.18 17:00 21.03.18 17:00 -8.1 -2.2

Case C1

Figure 5.37: Case C1: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions. Blue lines: images where detection of
debris occurred.
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Case C2

Figure 5.38: Case C2: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions. Blue lines: images where detection of
debris occurred.

Case C3

Figure 5.39: Case C3: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions.
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Case C4

Figure 5.40: Case C4: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions.
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Figure 5.41: Case C1: Descending path 110
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Figure 5.42: Case C1: Descending path 37
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Figure 5.43: Case C1: Ascending path 44

Figure 5.44: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case C1.
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(d) Case C2: Descending path 110

Figure 5.45: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case C2.
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(d) Case C3: Ascending path 117

Figure 5.46: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case C3.
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Figure 5.47: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case C4.
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Case D: size 2.5

21 WysMan were classified as size 2.5. Three of them were detected by SatAut,
while SatMan detected seven (see Table 5.5, 5.12). Two events are presented
in this case; a SatAut detected event from 6.04.18, same day as B2, at 08:10
located by Langø (D1) and an undetected event from 22.12.17 at 13:09 located
by Mel 2 (D2). An overview of time, path and air temperature of passing
satellites before and after avalanche release can be seen in Table 5.17. Images
of case D1 are presented in Appendix A (Figure A.16, A.17).

In case D1 the debris was detected by SatAut in path 37, two days after the
avalanche release. The SatAut detected debris is located in the centre of the
avalanche in the runout zone (Figure 5.48a). The meteorological conditions
and time of image acquisition are the same as described in B2. No evident
green features are present within the perimeter of the avalanche, including in
the image where SatAut detected the debris (Figure 5.51c).

In case D2, large parts of the avalanche were located in the starting zone (Figure
5.48b). In this area we do not expect the debris to be located and it is also
the part of the avalanche which is most affected by the radar shadow in the
different satellite geometries at Tyin. Looking at the RGB change detection
images one can see that the radar shadows in path 110 (Figure 5.51a) and path
37 (Figure 5.51c) almost cover the avalanche entirely. The radar shadow in path
117 (Figure 5.51b) does not affect the area as much, but SatAut nor SatMan
were able to identify debris in this case. Between the avalanche release and
the first activity image in path 110, there is a four-day gap where precipitation
occurred.

In both cases precipitation occurred during the days between avalanche release
and time of activity image acquisition, but debris was only detected in D1. Case

(a) Case D1 (b) Case D2

Figure 5.48: SatAut detected WysMan D1 (a) and undetected WysMan D2 (b)
of size 2.5.
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B2 and D1 had avalanche releases the same day with the same meteorological
conditions, but B2 which is of size 3.5, was not detected.

Table 5.17: Time and satellite path of reference- and activity image acquisitions
for D1 and D2 and associated air temperatures.

Case Path Date (ref) Date (act) Temp.
[◦C] (ref)

Temp.
[◦C] (act)

D1 DES 110 01.04.18 06:00 07.04.18 06:00 -27.1 -5.2
ASC 117 01.04.18 17:00 07.04.18 17:00 -9.4 -2.5
DES 037 02.04.18 06:00 08.04.18 06:00 -26.8 -2.6
ASC 044 02.04.18 17:00 08.04.18 17:00 -6.1 0.2

D2 DES 110 20.12.17 06:00 26.12.17 06:00 3.6 -5.2
ASC 117 20.12.17 17:00 26.12.17 17:00 2.1 -5.1
DES 037 21.12.17 06:00 27.12.17 06:00 -0.1 -4.7
ASC 044 21.12.17 17:00 27.12.17 17:00 -2.1 -5.0

Case D1

Figure 5.49: Case D1: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions. Blue lines: images where detection of
debris occurred.
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Case D2

Figure 5.50: Case D2: Meteorological data and time of S1 image acquisitions
and their associated satellite paths. Red line: time of avalanche occurrence.
Black lines: time of image acquisitions.
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(d) Case D1: Ascending path 44

Figure 5.51: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case D1.
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Figure 5.52: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for case D2.
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion

6.1 Comparison of SatAut and SatMan against WysMan

In total 367 WysMan were recorded from November 2016 until May 2019. In
the same period, SatAut had 68 detections and SatMan 99. These numbers
alone indicate an under-performance of both SatAut and SatMan. Comparing
the complete dataset of WysMan with SatAut results in a POD of 5.2% and a
FAR of 72%. With SatMan it results in a POD of 11.2% and a FAR of 58.6%.
From the dataset of WysMan it is known that 60.2% of the avalanches were of
size 1-1.5 and 86.9% if size 2 is included. When removing avalanches of size
1-1.5 the POD for SatAut is 11.6% and 27.1% when removing size 1-2. For
SatMan this results in a POD of 24.7% and 39.6%, respectively. Even though
the performance of SatAut and SatMan increase when excluding avalanches
of size 1-2, the POD indicate that SatAut can not reliably detect medium
to large avalanches. There are some WysMan of size 1-2 detected by SatAut
and SatMan. The matching algorithm does not take into account that several
avalanches may occur in the same avalanche path within the same time interval.
This leads to detection of several WysMan by the same polygon, e.g. nr. 3, 5
and 7 in Table 5.5 of size 1, 2, and 2.5, which all occurred by Langø between
13.03.17-25.03.17. This explains why SatMan has a higher number of detections
of avalanches of size 1-2, which further results in a higher POD compared to
SatAut when including all WysMan.

Wyssen estimated that 90% of WysMan have an accuracy of ±20 meters and
10% an accuracy of ±50 meters (Langeland, 2020). This could potentially lead
to a lower number of detections since the matching algorithm does not include
a distance buffer, but as mention in Section 4.2; This could lead to a higher
number of false detections, rather than true, as we see in case A1. The fact
that A1 and A2 were both detected by SatMan but not or barely by SatAut
indicates that it is theoretically possible to detect the avalanches using SAR,
but that SatAut needs further refinement to reliably do so. On the other hand,
SatAut managed to detect B1 which had the same conditions as A2, while
SatMan overlooked it. Comparing SatMan and SatAut, 12 SatMan detections
intersected with 14 SatAut detections. Only six SatAut polygons matched with
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6.2. Comparison of satellite detection at Tyin against previous work

both SatMan and WysMan (Table 5.7). This indicates that SatMan can not
reliably detect avalanches in the SAR-difference images in this case. Thus, it
can be question if SatMan can serve as validation data.

6.2 Comparison of satellite detection at Tyin against
previous work

There are several factors that make the dataset and results in this thesis
differentiate from previous studies. This is the first time SatAut has been
validated against a dataset of field-observations (true conditions) of this sample
size collected continuously over a long period. The SAR images over Tyin
were processed with a resolution of 10x10 m, while Eckerstorfer et al., 2019
used 20x20 m. The higher resolution in our images allows theoretically the
detection of smaller avalanches, but at the cost of more noise in the SAR images
(Eckerstorfer and Malnes, 2015).

In the latest study by Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 the automatic detections (here:
SatAut) were validated against manual detections (here: SatMan) in the period
of 2014-2019 in the Troms county in Northern Norway. This led to an average
POD of 67.2% with a FAR averaging at 45.6%. As part of the study both
the automatic and manual detections were validated against a dataset of 243
field-observed avalanches from 26 days unequally distributed over the five years.
Comparing the field-observations with manual detections resulted in a POD of
77.3% and the automatic detection a POD of 57%. It is important to notice
that the sample size of the field-observations was rather small compared to the
number of detected avalanches in this study. The results from Eckerstorfer et al.,
2019, as well as Kummelvold et al., 2018 and Eckerstorfer et al., 2017 all suggest
that a high probability of detection should be achievable with SatAut. In the
absence of ground truth, SatMan has previously been used as true condition
for validation of SatAut. In this thesis, a validation of SatAut against SatMan
alone would give a POD of 12% and a FAR of 82% which coincides well with
our validation of SatAut against WysMan, but does not provide any additional
information of why it is much lower than in previous studies.

Another factor which differentiate the dataset from Tyin from previous datasets
is the location and the high representation of dry avalanches. Previous studies
have been testing SatAut in Northern Norway, more specifically the area
around Tromsø, which experienced a high number of wet avalanches. From
the field-observations in Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 it emerged that 90% of the
avalanches were classified as wet, leaving a representation of dry avalanches
at 10%. Eckerstorfer et al., 2017 classified the snow climate of Tamokdalen in
the Tromsø region as transitional snow climate and stated that Tamokdalen
is both colder and drier than a continental snow climate, but mid-winter rain
on snow events leading to extensive wet snow avalanche cycles do occur. In
Vickers et al., 2016 they used S1-A images from Tamokdalen following a wet
snow avalanche cycle in January 2015. At Tyin 95% of the recorded avalanches
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6.3. Influence of snow properties on avalanche detection

consisted of dry snow. This is the most prominent difference between the data
in this thesis compared to previous studies and leads to assume that SatAut has
trouble detecting dry avalanche debris which could explain the low POD. Since
dry avalanches have been underrepresented in previous validations of SatAut
the adjustments might have a bias towards detection of wet avalanche debris
due to lack of dry avalanche occurrence in the study area.

Another difference between Tromsø and Tyin is the temporal resolution of S1.
In a 12-day cycle Tromsø is covered evenly distributed over eight days, while
Tyin is covered over four days with two images in one day - two days in a row
(Figure 6.1). An even distribution of image acquisition increases the likelihood
of acquiring an activity image close to the time of avalanche release. This would
reduce the influence of meteorological conditions such has removal and/or burial
of debris and may partly explain why the POD at Tyin is much lower compared
to previous studies in Tromsø. Comparing the RGB change detection images
from Tyin and Tromsø, the backscatter signal from the Tyin-images contains
significantly more noise. The debris in Tromsø appears much more evident
compared to the detected debris in Tyin (Figure 6.2, 6.3).

Figure 6.1: Comparison of the temporal resolution of S1 images in Tromsø and
Tyin in the period 13.03.17-25.03.2017. Blue lines illustrate the distribution of
image acquisition in Tromsø and the black stippled line represent Tyin. The
grey lines separate the days.

6.3 Influence of snow properties on avalanche detection

Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 highlighted that SatAut had a high number of false
positive detections compared to SatMan. There were 196 days with more than
100 detected avalanches of which 10,361 were classified as false alarms after
checking the detections against RGB change detection images. Eckerstorfer
et al., 2019 further stated that the false alarms were due to wet to dry snow
transition between reference and activity image. Since backscatter from wet
snow is usually significantly lower than from dry snow (Nagler and Rott, 2000)
this situation leads to a net increase in backscatter in the change detection image
which makes it difficult to recognize debris both manually and automatically.
The change in surface roughness is assumed to be the dominating physical
parameter for wet snow causing a localized increase in backscatter from the
debris relative to the surrounding, undisturbed snowpack (Eckerstorfer and
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6.3. Influence of snow properties on avalanche detection

Malnes, 2015). When the snowpack turns from wet to dry the increase in
backscatter due to change in surface roughness is small in contrast and it is
therefore difficult to distinguish the debris from the surroundings. This issue is
addressed in Vickers et al., 2016, Vickers et al., 2017 and Eckerstorfer et al.,
2017 as well.

A question that arises is if change in surface roughness and snow depth in case
of dry avalanche debris contribute to a substantial increase in the backscatter
signal making it detectable with SatAut, as suggested in Malnes et al., 2015
quantitative model (see Section 2). From theory we know that this is the
case for change in surface roughness of wet snow and SatAut is proved to
successfully detect wet avalanche debris based on this assumption (Eckerstorfer
et al., 2019; Kummelvold et al., 2018). Malnes et al., 2015 stated that the
relative importance of volume and surface scattering remains to be understood
in detail, but infers that the change in surface roughness and increase snow
depth is the dominant factor which allows for detection of dry debris. Our
results indicate that in the majority of cases, it does not lead to a significant
change in backscatter signal. However, SatAut and SatMan managed to detect
some avalanches which implies that it is possible.

In order to study the importance of volume and density properties relative to
POD of dry debris, a validation of SatAut detected avalanches compared to
terrestrial laser scan should be studied further. Unfortunately, only one laser
scan from 20.03.19 was provided from field-work related to the thesis (Appendix
B). The scanned avalanche was a dry slab avalanche of size 2 and was not
detected by SatAut or SatMan. Case B1 and C1 both indicate that the change
in snow depth lead to an increase in backscatter signal. In both cases there was
a time-gap with ongoing precipitation between avalanche release and activity
image acquisition. This was expected to reduce POD due to burial and/or
removal of surface roughness, but in both cases the debris was detected. This
suggest that it might be the change in snow depth rather than change in surface
roughness which makes the dry avalanches detectable in these cases. There was
precipitation in the days leading up to the events in both cases. With more laser
data collected one could investigate this further and see if a certain threshold
of change in snow depth has to be reached in order to detect the debris with
SatAut.

It could be worth testing higher frequencies (X- and K-band) to improve
detection of dry debris and reduce the effect of backscatter from the underlying
ground. C-band radar is not sensitive to the change in surface roughness
caused by accumulation of dry debris and the backscattered signal is mainly a
combination of volume scattering and the backscattered signal from the ground.
The backscatter signal will then be influenced by the surface roughness of the
underlying ground and the dielectric properties of the soil, which will not change
due to an avalanche event. A higher frequency that penetrates less into the
snow pack is likely to be more sensitive to changes at the snow surface. The
incidence angle of the transmitted signal affect the backscattered signal as well.
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acquisitions

The returned signal from surface scatter is stronger at low incidence angles and
decreases with increased incidence angle. The rate of change with incidence
angle depends on the surface roughness. A smooth surface is more sensitive
to change in incidence angle compared to a rough surface (NASA, 1987; F. T.
Ulaby and Long, 2014). Information of the degree of surface roughness and
the structure and orientation of the debris is not measured, but the images
in Appendix A provide an indication of the prevalence, thickness and to some
degree the roughness in the case studies. Looking at the backscatter values in
Section 5.3, no significant shift was found when comparing the distribution of
backscatter from the matching SatAut polygons to the general distribution of
backscatter values. The mean and median distribution of the matching polygons
was tighter and confined to a more narrow band of backscatter.

6.4 Influence of acquisition geometry and meteorological
conditions between acquisitions

A complete dataset of field-observations provides an opportunity to analyse
what meteorological conditions might affect the POD since we know the time
and location of each avalanche occurrence and the time of satellite acquisition.
Eckerstorfer et al., 2019 mentioned timing of satellite swath and geometry as
a prevailing reason for non-detections. Change detection images can only be
created from images of similar geometry and the time of image acquisition
relative to the avalanche release can affect the probability of detecting it. There
is no guarantee that the avalanche debris could have been removed or taken
place outside of the defined avalanche runout zone. If the time-gap between the
avalanche release and the time of the activity image acquisition is too long, the
effect of backscatter from surface roughness might have been reduced and/or
removed due to meteorological events. E.g. if a precipitation event occurred
after the avalanche release the avalanche debris might have been covered with
new snow making it appear as a smooth surface. Similarly, strong winds can
either deposit snow at the avalanche debris or erode it, making it smoother in
both cases. Melting or rain on snow might also degrade the surface roughness of
the avalanche debris compared to the surrounding snow. Despite this, SatAut
is able to detect debris in case B1 and C1 despite having three-four days of
precipitation between release and image acquisition, while case C3 and C4
depicted shortly after avalanche release with little to no precipitation, is not.
This suggest that the spatial resolution of S1 image acquisition in Tyin can partly
explain the under-performance of SatAut, but cannot be used as explanation
for all false negative occurrences. The influence of radar shadow in Tyin is not
an obstacle for detecting debris. All 367 WysMan is visible in ascending path
117 and 44. In descending path 37 and 110 the southernmost avalanches are
concealed by the radar shadow, but only eight avalanche occurrences from Tørv
1-Skog 3 is classified as larger than size 2.
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6.4. Influence of acquisition geometry and meteorological conditions between
acquisitions

Figure 6.2: Example of RGB change detection image from Tromsø. The arrows
points to areas with evident, green features.

Figure 6.3: Example of RGB change detection image from Tyin. The arrows
points towards areas with green features.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

The performance of SatAut in this study suggests that the current version needs
further improvements in order to fulfill the hypothesis of reliably detecting
debris under wet and dry conditions from satellite borne radar. This is the first
time SatAut has been validated against a dataset of field-observations (true
conditions) of this sample size collected continuously over a long period. This
study therefore provides more reliable numbers of true positive, false negative
and false positive detections by SatAut than previous studies. The results from
this study indicate a rather low probability of detection (POD) with SatAut
and a high false alarm rate (FAR) compared to previous studies. Comparing
the complete dataset of WysMan with SatAut results in a POD of 5.2% and a
FAR of 72%. Comparing WysMan with SatMan results in a POD of 11.2% and
a FAR of 58.6%. When removing avalanches of size 1-1.5 the POD for SatAut
is 11.6% and 27.1% when removing size 1-2. For SatMan this results in a POD
of 24.7% and 39.6%, respectively. Radar shadow is not a limiting factor for
detections in the avalanche runout zones in our study area. All WysMan were
fully or to a large proportion visible in at least two satellite paths (ascending
path 44 and 117).

The largest differences between this study compared to previous studies, is
the high amount of dry avalanche and the temporal resolution of S1 images.
Both factors influence the performance of SatAut, but we are not able to
quantify to which extent each factor influences the performance of SatAut. The
general performance of SatAut in Tyin and the case studies suggest that our
understanding of the physical properties of disturbed dry snow needs further
research in order to improve the algorithm. Cases B1 and C1 indicate that it is
possibly the contribution of volume scattering rather than surface roughness
that is important for detection of dry avalanche debris. The effect of change in
snow depth on the POD should be investigated further by collecting several
terrestrial laser scans. However, collecting the data is time consuming and
expensive, and requires clear weather before and after avalanche release in order
to reduce the noise from snow in the air. For more accurate meteorological data,
the weather station at Tyinosen should be made operational. In addition to
the meteorological properties used in this study, measurements of snow depth
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and snow temperature could provide new input for further studies.
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APPENDIX A

Figures and Tables

A.1 Figures

Images from Wyssen Avalanche Control, Norway (Langeland, 2020).

Case A1

Figure A.1: Støl 2 (A1) 24.03.19.
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A.1. Figures

Case A2

Figure A.2: Mel 2 (A2) 16.03.17.

Case A2

Figure A.3: Mel 2 (A2) 16.03.17.
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A.1. Figures

Case B1

Figure A.4: Melvikebrattheng (B1) 16.03.17.

Case B1

Figure A.5: Melvikebrattheng (B1) 16.03.17.
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A.1. Figures

Case B2

Figure A.6: Melvikebrattheng (B2) 06.04.18.

Case B2

Figure A.7: Melvikebrattheng (B2) 06.04.18.
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A.1. Figures

Case C1

Figure A.8: Mel 2 (C1) 22.04.17.

Case C1

Figure A.9: Mel 2 (C1) 22.04.17.
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A.1. Figures

Case C2

Figure A.10: Mel 2 (C2) 13.02.19.

Case C2

Figure A.11: Mel 2 (C2) 13.02.19.
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A.1. Figures

Case C3

Figure A.12: Støl 2 (C3) 08.01.18.

Case C3

Figure A.13: Støl 2 (C3) 08.01.18.
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A.1. Figures

Case C4

Figure A.14: Støl 2 (C4) 19.03.18.

Case C4

Figure A.15: Støl 2 (C4) 19.03.18.
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A.1. Figures

Case D1

Figure A.16: Langø (D1) 06.04.18.

Case D1

Figure A.17: Langø (D1) 06.04.18.
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APPENDIX B

Terrestrial laser scan of snow
avalanche event 20.03.2019

A terrestrial laser scan was conducted 20.03.19 at Støl 2 before and after an
artificially triggered dry slab avalanche. The avalanche was classified as size
2 and the was not detected by SatAut or SatMan. Figure B.1 illustrates the
perimeter of the avalanche from field-observations and from the laser scan. The
first activity image was acquired the day after the avalanche event at 05:55 by
S1-A in descending path 110. For descending path 110 one can see that large
parts of the avalanche is missing due to radar shadow, but some pixels shows
trace of high relative backscatter in green. This is not visible in ascending path
117 acquired at 17:11 by S1-A, but more evident in descending path 37 acquired
at 05:46 by S1-B 22.03.19. All the images are quite noisy so it is hard to say if
the green pixels inside the perimeter are random or from the debris.
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Figure B.1: RGB change detection images illustrating the relative backscatter
difference between reference- and activity images for the avalanche event
20.03.19.
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Figure B.2: Difference in elevation before and after a dry slab avalanche event
20.03.19. The highlighted area illustrate the increased volume of snow in the
runout zone.
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